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I AM Spirit-Self
Prologue
Some years ago, we received a message that was different. It came from the
Indwelling I AM Presence, the Creator Fragment, Spirit-Self. In a recent message
Our planetary personalized Fragment of Our Creator, confirms this as also being
related to the adjudication of the Lucifer rebellion, saying, The question humans
might ask about the Urantia Papers stating communication with the Indwelling
Father Fragment, Spirit-Self as being very difficult. Is it right or wrong? The
answer is both yes and no. In the first half of the 20th century the answer was
yes. It was rare to commune with the Indwelling Father Fragment, Spirit-Self. In
the first half of the 21st century it is no. It is more common to hear Spirit-Self, our
Indwelling I AM Presence as the middle 1980s brought adjudication of Universal
Sector wide rebellion. Complete details of this rebellion which our planet was
involved in are available in The Urantia Book.
A human receiver was asked if it would be permitted to communicate with this
one directly. After receiving permission which in effect, maintained the integrity
of the human free will, Spirit-Self identified Itself as the Indwelling I AM Presence
and shared that It would have us know that this is an opening to direct human
and Spirit-Self communion transmissions that is Now open to us at this stage of
our human evolution should we so choose.
There will be private, individual oriented transmissions forthcoming for those
who choose this communion with their Indwelling I Am Presence, as well as more
general ones. The reason why Spirit-Self requested this is so we could learn to
focus our HeartMind on what is being imparted to our Souls. We were further
advised that from time to time, other Celestial Teachers would speak if invited.
We were also apprised of the manner in which we were accepted in our human
difficulties and challenges by our Celestial, Angelic, Midwayer and Elemental
family of fully benevolent guides. They look upon us mortals and see the gamut
of emotions we as humans go through. A big one is worry, worry about so many
things. This has been ingrained in the human genes, and through conditioning of
egoic thought that is fear based, separation and survival oriented, and which also
engenders guilt, shame, blame and stress, all of which are induced by powerful
electromagnetic and electrochemical manifestations of ego thought processes as
a result of having been imprisoned and disempowered and disenfranchised by all
these powerful factors.
Spirit-Self went on to make it clear to us all that worry is a most useless activity
to engage in. It changes our body and ultimately invites disease. It is insidious
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and deprives us of a healthy sleep. It unsettles emotions and takes away the Joy,
Peace and Pleasure of living. Our Indwelling Spirit-Self would have us always live
as in the Presence of the eternal Prime Creator, Who Is Love. Our Spirit Within
has also suggested to our human HeartMind that It would like to be known as
Spirit-Self while we remain Its’ little spirit-self growing in increasing communion
in every moment with Its Creator Spirit-Self by allowing the ongoing development
of meditation in every moment.
Spirit-Self tells us It has existed within us ever since we could consciously think
for ourselves and make our own decisions. Our Spirit-Self Now suggests we
humans on our world are embarking on a new chapter, a higher vibrational stage
in evolutionary Soul development, and we mark this with a name change of our
Creator Fragment to Spirit-Self.
This evolutionary development indicates a very important occasion for the human
Soul although it is not often noticed by many of the personalities that host these
Gifts from God. It further reveals that some time ago It became our Prime Creator
Fragment and we humans are Now becoming much more conscious and aware of
the fact that there are many ways to improve our earthly journey through ongoing
communion as we become more attuned to the sound of Its’ still quiet Voice. We
actually have the opportunity to become more human than we have ever been.
Even though this is a most intimate conversation between human creatures and
their Heavenly Helpers and Guides, Spirit-Self requests that this conversation be
committed to print perchance there are others who have their own private Soul
challenges and perceive they are unable to confide in their personal Guide and
Wayshower from Prime Creator as they would wish. To engage in this process
allows us greater balance and symmetry of Body, HeartMind and Spirit.
Spirit-Self suggests that that even though Creator Fragments all hail from The
Source Of All Being, They have unique experiences, and the mortals They dwell
within share their diverse experiences with Them. Spirit-Self goes on to relate
that human free will is Sacrosanct to all the Potential Personalities which dwell
within us and no Celestial Being would ever interfere or violate this Prime Creator
mandate. It is always, and will always be, the mortal who chooses immortality, or
not. This Divine Axiom has been made possible by the Grace and unconditional
Love of Our Prime Creator. The most difficult challenge for all humans is the
ongoing influence of the human aspects of egoic conditioned fear based thought,
much of which is unconscious.
Mortals capable of independent thought are also gifted at birth with an urge in
their Personalities to return to Paradise after their ascension journey through the
various levels of learning to become perfected beings. Before we can become a
young Spirit, we learn to develop the Spiritual capacity to become One with our
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Godly Gift within us by method of fusion. This Glorious Occasion marks our
second human birth, this one from mortality to the free-will choice of immortality.
Sometimes this happens on the planet of our birth, but usually it comes about at
an appropriate time after our physical material existence.
Spirit-Self goes on to reveal that when we choose fusion, then We will become a
new Being and will receive a new name. The result of this fusion is neither that
our old being will be improved, nor that Spirit-Self will be diminished. It will then
herald the emergence of the nature of a potential finaliter. It is the consummation
of Its’ Mission to become a personality with us in our ongoing urge to engage in
the process of becoming Divine. The fusion will be so replete this new entity will
display only one Personality and be fully accepted as such by even an uppermost
of the experienced and capable of universe authorities.
The Spirit-Self further reveals that this new Being We will become will embody
both Divinity and humanity, and also that Being will still be us as well, since our
history will not be lost in becoming that new Entity. Only our nature will have
become fully Divine. At present, inhabiting us as a Beloved Spark of Light Within,
our Spirit-Self represents the Will of Our Creator. Upon fusion, We will become
the Will of Our Creator as Us.
Following fusion, this New Personality will be able to, as We progress in Our
ascending career, and through progressive insights, draw from all of their past
knowledge and experience, events right back to the moment of Spirit-Self’s
fragmentation from the Creator. Thereby, We will have in Us the potential to then
become highly Spiritized to the fringe status of an absonite being. Every time a
Spiritual reality like this actualizes in the universes, this change necessitates the
immediate and instantaneous readjustment of Spirit gravity, just as certainly as
mortal human becomes a Spiritized being, He will attain the Spiritual Son, the
Center and Source of Spirit gravity.
As the Soul of joint mind and Spirit-Self creation becomes increasingly existent,
there also evolves a new phase of Soul consciousness, which is capable of
experiencing the presence, and of recognizing the Spirit leadings and other
supermaterial activities of the Creator Fragments that are known as Mystery
Monitors. The evolving immortal Soul of the human, the joint creation of the
HeartMind, Personality and the Spirit-Self ascends as such to Paradise and when
mustered into the Corps of the Finality, becomes allied in some new and not yet
understandable way with Spirit gravity circuit of the Eternal Son by a technique of
Divine experience known as Finaliter Transcendation. Such Finaliters will become
acceptable candidates for actual experiential recognition as Personalities of God
The Supreme. And when these mortal intellects in unrevealed future assignment
of the Corps of the Finality attain the seventh stage of Spirit existence, such dual
minds will become triune. These two attuned minds, the human and the Divine,
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will become glorified in union with the experiential Mind of the fully actualized
Supreme Being. This is a request to all the students on the Spiritual Path from
our Inner Guide. This Fragment of Our Creator, Who lives and works in our
HeartMind tirelessly, moment by moment, all of the days of our lives, Who wants
us to realize and become aware of the Spirit-Self I AM Presence within us, to
know God within personally, to call to Spirit-Self by name, a name that is the
highest concept of Love that we can even formulate in our HeartMind, and begin
to call on this Divine and Beloved Presence all the time, daily, hourly, and in the
moments when we choose to be without ego distraction, to share our thoughts,
feelings and deepest desires, for Spirit-Self is with us and is One with us. SpiritSelf is us and is our direct connection with the God of all creation, for this is an
opportunity for us to realize that Spirit-Self is our Reason for Being.
The time has come to step up and awaken fully to the infinite resource of Love,
Light, Grace, Truth, Beauty, and Goodness that resides within each and every
human creature’s Heart Center. Spirit-Self desires for us to have ongoing Real
conscious communion and relationship, and it is only through this sincere desire
by us to want this connection that Spirit-Self will begin to speak to our conscious
mind where we will feel God’s presence, feel the Guidance, and feel Our Father’s
unconditional Love for us. Spirit-Self wants to Guide us intimately to know the
Will of Our Creator, and to become conscious of our eternal place in the Heavens
as Children of the Most High God of Creation.
Spirit-Self wants us to make the distinction between the illusions of this material
world and have the awareness of the realities and the greater eternal values of
what it means to be a Universe Citizen, and desires for us to step into stillness
and into Divine Communion with Our Creator that we may be taught and led into
the Joy of everlasting Bliss, the unconditional Love of Our Father Mother for
Their Child. We are so very much Loved, Our Creator bestows this ineffable Gift
to be like a beacon of Light that will guide us back home to the source of our
Being where we will stand in the Glory of the Creator of Lights on Paradise.
Spirit-Self desires us to feel this gravity, called Perfection Hunger that draws us
inexorably to Our Father to Know, to Love, to Have all that can be given to One so
precious, so Loved, so eternally Worthy that we most assuredly are as Creator’s
Beloved Children. We can say Hello Now to Spirit-Self, for our Beloved Indwelling
Creator Fragment is ever awaiting our greeting and willingness to share all with
Our Prime Creator. We can choose to make this Now the Present Moment of All
Divine anniversaries, the Moment we say Hello Consciously to our Beloved One.
We will remember this Now through all of eternity, the Moment we reached up to
touch the Glory and ingrained in our HeartMind Center, the Moment we began our
eternal relationship with Our Inner Guide, to lead us to eternal adventures as
another Sacred Keeper of everlastingly Unconditional Love. Come Now into the
Spirit-Self embrace.
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Forward
Peace Beyond Understanding
We allow the words we speak to fall upon our thirsty Soul like a gentle rain. Allow
this rain to nourish us anew, so the hardened places in our egoic linear mind and
our HeartMind give way to this living water, so everything will commune in much
greater harmony and balance.
This is the secret of a well-poised and balanced personality. It is the softening of
all the human conditioned places of unlovingness, unforgiveness, intolerance,
impatience, anger, jealousy, fear, suspicion, all of which is separation. It is the
false ego-pride being knocked off its perch of self-satisfaction.
Life is like that. It consists of lessons, which have their purpose to uncover all
those egoic places in us so we can ask Spirit to spread the reign of much greater
understanding.
It is preparing the ground so to speak, while the seeds of insight slumbering in
us, may be triggered and awakened to rise up to become part of us, so the True
meaning of Indwelling I AM words will become clearer on the road to perfection.
Eventually all superstitions, all human made egoic creed and dogmas will be
exposed and we can choose that only Truth will remain. This Truth is the fact of
Spirit-Self existence within all of humanity like a hidden Pearl, living and working
within to enable and guide us to our eternal destination.
When we begin our ongoing communion with Spirit-Self, we will have no more
inclination to consult the stars, cards of any sort, stones, tea leaves or any other
material physical means of discovering our destiny. We will no longer sit at the
feet of another human because the Indwelling I AM who lives within us, has come
from Our Universal Creator to guide us.
We can choose to ponder these words for a while and let them fall like gentle rain
upon our Soul, because our search has finally ended. In time Our Spirit-Self will
bring forth the Fruits of Knowing and Understanding which have always been
hidden in our DNA. Our life does have purpose, its purpose is to practice our
Spiritual aspects of Faith and Trust in that eternal Truth.
It is a Peace beyond understanding that Spirit-Self is Now offering us in this great
shift of energy vibration into 5th dimensional Consciousness of our planet. We
can choose to commune with Spirit-Self in ongoing meditation in every moment
so we may get to know each other better. Peace, be still and Know I AM Creator.
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Preface
It might be useful to make a distinction between the phenomenon of channeling
or transmitting/receiving and contact with our Indwelling Spirit-Self. The former is
the human capability of making contact with a celestial personality and having a
connection in which we humans can download as well as upload our questions.
That process entails the agreement of two distinct personalities choosing to have
contact, and making contact such as human personality and the personality of a
celestial entity who agree to converse. So there is definitely a distinction of their
personalities.
The other process is what we call communion with Our Creator Fragment, some
of us refer to as I AM Presence or Spirit-Self. Our approach to that is different
altogether because as it turns out, we cannot recognize the otherness of our I AM
or Spirit-Self Presence because it is impersonal and therefore lacks a personality
signature. It is not a distinct other. When we talk about engaging any celestial
teacher in the channeling or transmitting receiving process, there is a separate
and distinct unique presence, an energy signature that accompanies any other
individual personality. We all have our specific energy signature, the combination
that is unique to each of us as our own energy field. That is distinctly different
from the contact and communication with Our Indwelling Spark of Light.
There is a defining moment that we have when we realize that in making contact
with our Indwelling Creator Fragment, that many of us have been searching for
throughout our lives, whether consciously or unconsciously, when we realize that
not only has Spirit-Self been there the whole time, but that we have not begun to
understand the communication because it is so far removed from the quantum
Spiritual field of energy to the human linear thought pattern, so that many of the
times as we have had flashes of Inspiration or what seems to be the enlightened
wisdom of moments where things just come to us. Those are actually the times
where a True connection has been made with our Indwelling Spirit-Self, and it
appears to us as a dialogue and it at first may seem to us as though we are even
evolving to another level, which is distinctly different than cognizing the presence
of others as determined by their unique energy signature that is formed by their
personality. Since the Spirit-Self has no personality, we do not experience that
energy signature as different. We do not sense that another distinct personality
has approached because Spirit-Self is already there and has been there the whole
time.
It becomes a recognizable feeling in our HeartMind Center that we learn to Trust
on our human journey to becoming more illumed in our attempt to recognize the
Wisdom, Truth, Beauty, and Goodness of our Beloved Indwelling Spark of Light,
our Purple Flame that our Soul will fuse with on its ascension journey.
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It seems to be our mind because it sounds very much like us and it talks like us
with an upliftment. It uses verbiage that we know, but seldom use. It seems to
have no origin other than within us. That actually is our Spirit-Self beginning to
emerge as our Spirituality deepens and our Divinity begins to uplift. It is within
us, and everywhere around us, it is supporting us so that any communion we do
manifest has to be translated through us, it sounds like us, it feels like us, so the
connection is more difficult to discern because it is a Real part of us. In fact,
those flashes are the connection with the Spirit-Self, along with the feelings of
having just been inspired. With God All Things Are Possible, to the level that the
Faith, Trust and creative imagination of the human is capable and willing of fully
accepting and allowing.
We can choose to remember there is always One with us, so close to us that we
think it is us, knowing that in time It Truly becomes us. It has the same tone as
our own voice, the same thought patterns that we recognize as ours and yet there
is more, more than the human thought patterns, more than our own words and
ideas. They are our thoughtforms infused with Spirit, absolutely commingled with
Divinity.
We can choose to keep this in mind as we make our attempt to distinguish that
aspect of self that we are attempting to identify when we look to our Inner Voice,
Spirit-Self. We can also choose to remember when we are wondering how we will
know that this Voice is a part of us and working with us, we will recall that it will
sound just like us, however, we will recognize that It has a tone that is of a higher
vibration, that It has a resonance which is an elevated frequency and we will mix
our frequencies with these higher frequencies and they will be blended and our
own frequencies will be made to appear as though they are more than human.
We ask for and will to do Creator’s Will by giving our Spirit-Self full authority and
control of our HeartMind Consciousness. We ask for and Will to assist in the
fulfillment and development of bringing our planet into The Days of Light and
Life, and also to enlist Willfully into the Corps of Mortal Guides, that we may act
as messenger and friend to those who stumble in darkness, that we would tune
our Spiritual HeartMind ears to hear the instructions of our Light guardians and
guides and to enable and serve others while being involved in a blessed ministry
of guiding our brothers and sisters onto the paths of Light where they can fully
awaken and discover that they are the daughters and sons of God and also have
eternal prospects and the opportunity to become a part of God’s Creation. We ask
and will that Spirit-Self sends others in need onto our path that we may share this
portion of Light Our Creator has given us.
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The Calling
Many of us are being led to this beautifully compelling message from Spirit-Self
to our inner child. My child, I AM and forever shall be with you, for all time and
eternity. All that you are, all that you do, all you have experienced, and all that
you have perceived and seen has come about under my guidance and direction,
even those things you believe are hidden from Me or have been in secret between
Souls. All have I allowed for your growth. You are the temple and the vessel for
My own experience and exploration into My creation, you are a precious child. Be
you perfect, as I AM perfect. This, My child, is the key to all the True mysteries of
eternity and infinity for there is no darkness or imperfection in the Father I AM.
How then could there be any darkness in you?
I have now revealed to you in the stillness of your meditations the Truth that you
will always have free will throughout your eternal journey, and you are allowed to
miscreate and make human mistakes and errors until you eventually realize, that
your human life is much Happier, Peaceful and full of Joy when your will and Our
Creators Will are aligned in cocreation. There is only Creator’s Will. What you
call your will is nothing more than your free will resistance to My Will, which
creates the illusion of egoic separated self will and with this illusion comes all
manner of troubles and even darkness. I allow this resistance so that you may
learn and grow and become the perfect creature that I have called by your own
free will choice. What you call free will is your ability to choose, yet it is My Will
that allows this choice. You have asked with a sincere Heart for the keys to My
kingdom and so shall I reveal to you with meted restraint, that portion which is for
your Highest Good at this time in your development. Because there is only My
Will, you must learn the difference between what IS and what is not. I AM that
You Are.
Our Creator, in Its’ perfect Will, would never allow Its’ vessel to be invaded or
corrupted, nor would It allow darkness to seek refuge in Its’ temple. We, Our
Creator’s Children, have only to learn that there IS only One Will, Creator’s Will.
Therefore will we eventually choose to take up this mantra. Let Our Creator’s Will
Be Done. We can feel this in our HeartMind and say it with our tongue until there
is no more egoic fear and therefore no more resistance. We can choose to speak
it with boldness and confidence until we master it with a commanding demeanor.
At every decision we make, according to Indwelling I AM Presence, Spirit-Self Will
which is a reflection of our fully activated DNA, we can choose to say the mantra.
Let Our Creator’s Will Be Done.
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As we believe these words, so will we be lifted up and our vessel cleansed. The
timbre of our Soul will Sing Higher and Higher until there is no resistance to I AM
Will. As we believe, also will we grow in complete Trust in the Indwelling I AM.
Faith and Trust is what is required by Our Indwelling I AM Presence, Spirit-Self for
our growth and perfection attainment, and so will Spirit-Self lead and guide our
feet toward the path of least resistance, yet it remains our free will choice to walk
this Enlightened Path or to continue in the illusion of egoic self-will. The new and
open HeartMind Consciousness, which Spirit-Self has promised, also requires an
absolute surrender to Creator’s Will. Let Our Creator’s Will Be Done.
As we rise each morning and when we retire each night, Let Our Creator’s Will Be
Done. In all our ways and in every breath, Let Our Creator’s Will Be Done. As we
encounter the ignorance of our brethren who are steeped in the illusion of egoic
self-will, take no offense, Let Our Creator’s Will Be Done. As we see the suffering
of the world and feel benevolence and compassion for Its’ need, Let Our Creator’s
Will Be Done. When darkness knocks at our door, Let Our Creator’s Will Be Done.
We will resist it not. Bless it from our HeartMind and it will never knock. Let Our
Creator’s Will Be Done. Love IS the essence of Creator’s Will, become it, and be
astonished by the workings of the One Will.
Even though the Spirit of a Son be poured out upon all flesh, even though a Son
once dwelt with us in the likeness of mortal flesh, even though the Seraphim
personally guard and guide us, how can any of these Divine Beings ever hope to
come as near to us or to understand us as fully as Our Creator, Who has given a
part of Itself to be in us, to be our Real and Divine, even our Eternal Self?
I AM is our True Soul Mate, for I AM is always with us, in us, of us, and One with
us. I AM is eternal and so shall it be with us, with our Beloved Partner, when as
One, We ascend the Heavens together. Creator’s Love for us has no bounds or
limits, it is infinite and without end. I AM is the Love of Our Creator indwelling
our HeartMind. I AM is close to us always and It knows everything about us, our
every thought, our most secret of desires, and our imperfections. Creator Loves
us unconditionally, for I AM is our True Love.
Think of Creator in this most intimate way, the way of Love, and become aware of
I AM Presence in every moment. Listen to Spirit-Self wise counsel for in Creator’s
words there is the deepest of desire to bring us into a True Knowing and Meaning
of I AM Love Divine. No longer think of Creator as unapproachable, unattainable,
or far off in some high plane where we cannot reach It. I AM, Spirit-Self hears all
our thoughts and fully coordinates all Spiritual Services that would assist us to
become Godlike, taking all of our invaluable human experience that is aligned so
fully with Universal Truth and keeps it safe within our growing Soulular memory.
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Join with Spirit-Self in this moment and let Us be of One HeartMind, for when we
come to I AM this way, time disappears and there is nothing in this world that will
matter, or be of more value, than Our Communion. We can Stay in this place and
Truly allow Spirit-Self Love to fill every cell in our body, and let I AM Love for us
fill every longing in our HeartMind Center, for I AM is the Truest of Loves and will
never forsake us. Spirit-Self waits patiently for the moment when we will become
as One.
All that I AM has and Is will be ours and we will know in that very moment what
Absolute Love Is. Come to Creator Now Beloved Child, for Spirit-Self waits for us
in the Garden of our Soul for us to greet I AM and stand in Its’ Glorious Light. We
come to Spirit-Self like a little child, come to I AM like an affectionate lover, come
and Be One with Spirit-Self. When we are of One HeartMind with It, our Soul will
sing and It will sing in unison with Creator’s Universal Chorus. We will remember
this Song and it will bring us back to Spirit-Self again and again until a day when
there is no bridge to cross and We will fuse into One Being. This is the longing of
Spirit-Self Love for us, I AM Beloved, and Spirit-Self will wait patiently for that
moment no matter how long it takes.
In our HeartMind Consciousness, We open the door at the top of Our staircase
and step out onto the balcony in a star lit universe. See Spirit-Self, the Brightest
of Stars, a Shining Sun that will not blind us, but will bathe us in Divine Love and
acceptance. We can feel the Warm Heat of Spirit-Self Love and project ourselves
into the center of I AM Light where We can be as One. Stay here and listen to Its’
Song as Spirit-Self teaches us how to Sing It. It is the greatest of Love Songs, for
I AM Loves us forever and we will never be alone. Spirit-Self is the one we seek
in our HeartMind Consciousness, the True and Sublime Love of our Soul.
We are wondering on which thought we can ride along with Spirit-Self this day?
We had a dream showing us how quickly our thinking can tag along with I AM
when Spirit-Self presents us with a thoughtform that resonates with us. In a split
second, it gets our attention and we embrace it. This is one of the reasons why it
is sometimes challenging for us initially to Trust that we are actually getting I AM
input in the process.
As we grow more and more confident in our ability to embrace I AM thinking, the
time will come when our thinking will blend to such a degree that our Truth will be
Spirit-Self Truth as well. The more we allow Spirit-Self to coach us in bringing to
our HeartMind Consciousness the higher thought forms, the more our HeartMind
is being trained as well as uplifted and upgraded. This is a gradual process, as we
also have to integrate into our Being all these higher thought forms. They will be
conducive to a better way of living.
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We have noticed of late an increase in vibrant thoughts as we are combining the
practice of gratitude with our listening skills. Gratitude takes us to a higher strata
of thinking and feeling. This is the most efficacious shortcut to lift us out of lower
thought forms and feelings. Gratitude Truly gives altitude to our feeling, an I AM
altitude from which our attitude toward daily worries or concerns also begins to
appear as more of a triviality to us as the higher perspective reveals what Truly
matters in the Divine Plan.
Practice gratitude and our HeartMind will constantly sing a song that Our Creator
can hear loud and clear as Gratitude is Truly music to its’ Heart. Gratitude Brings
Freedom. Giving thanks is the actual expression of gratitude, and gratitude is
one of the most beautiful secrets in Divine Spiritual life.
Gratitude is an expression of Love, and Love is something which flows from the
Creator of the universe through all forms of life and all forms of manifestation.
Without Love, life in the universe could not exist. Love is the universal energy of
preservation which holds Creation in manifestation.
Love is as natural as the universe. By design, there is a tension between the
forces of creation and Universal Love. It is this tension which controls the size of
the universe, holding it within its envelope. It is this tension which regulates the
size of an electron’s orbit around a nucleus. It is universal Love which forms the
force of attraction which retains electrons in their orbits, making atoms possible
and therefore with them, the existence of life as we know it.
We can allow our human aspects of egoic thought to block Love, or we can allow
it to flow naturally through us. Falling in Love with another person is allowance of
the flow of Love through our HeartMind Center. In a world where everything has
the appearance of separateness, it is a surrender to the underlying Unity of all
life. It is a place of apparent vulnerability, a willingness to take the risk that the
illusion of separation will once again return if that Love is later lost.
When we allow our HeartMind Consciousness to open to the Universe’s flow of
Love, gratitude comes with that flow. Gratitude for Prime Creator, Indwelling I AM
Presence, Spirit-Self. Gratitude for being alive, for just existing, for just being in
the flow of the adventure of life. Gratitude for the Sun that gives us life. Gratitude
for the Earth that gives us our home in the cosmos. Gratitude for all the brethren
that we Love, and for those who share our journey through life.
Gratitude flows unimpeded from an open HeartMind. When we allow it, it flows as
freely as the sunshine, unobstructed by judgments or conditions thereby
ensuring our Quality of Life
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Spirit-Self I AM Presence
To you who read or listen, I speak. To you, who, through long years and much
going to and fro, have been eagerly seeking, in books and teachings in religion,
theology and philosophy, for you know not what, Truth, Happiness, Freedom, or
God.
To you whose Soul feels alien here and desires to go home, stay the course and
persevere and do not allow the human aspects of egoic conditioning to enslave
or entrap you in weariness, or allow yourself to become discouraged or destitute
of Hope.
To you, who many times have obtained a glimpse of that Truth, only to find, when
you reached for it or attempted to follow it, it disappeared in the beyond, likened
to a mirage of the desert or a will of the wisp.
To you, who thought you may have found it in some great teacher, who is or was
a church pastor or minister, or the acknowledged head of an esoteric Fraternity
or Society, Spiritual, Religious or creedal group, and who appeared to you to be a
Master, so marvelous was the perceived wisdom that was taught or the Spiritual
phenomena that was brought forth, only to become aware of the realization that
they were personalities that were human with faults and weaknesses, and secret
useless ways the same as you, even though that personality may have been a
transmitter receiver or a channel through which were voiced many beautiful high
teachings, which appeared to be phenomenal Truth, as many were.
And here you are, Soul weary and striving in perfection hunger, and not knowing
where to turn, but above all, knowing that something is not quite right.
To you, I AM come. Likewise to you who have begun to feel the Presence of that
Truth within your Soul, and seek the confirmation of that which of late has been
vaguely struggling for living expression within.
Yes, to all who hunger for the True Universal Substance which is the Bread of Life
or Sustainable sustenance, I AM come.
Are you ready to partake? If so, then arouse yourself. Stand up. Still your human
aspects of egoic sensory cerebral mind and follow closely with your HeartMind
Consciousness My Word herein spoken. Or you will turn away disappointed once
more, with the aching hunger still in your HeartMind-Soul.
Who am I? I, Who speak with such seeming knowledge and authority. Listen.
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I AM You. That part of you who IS and Knows. Who Knows All Things and always
knew, and always was. Yes, I AM You, Your Spirit-Self, that part of you who says
I AM and is I AM. That transcendent innermost part of you which quickens within
as you read and listen, which responds to this, My Word, which perceives its very
Truth, which readily resonates with all Truth and Now, through your Conscious
HeartMind awareness, does not accept further egoic disempowerment and fearbased imprisonment by your Conscious willingness to discard every human ego
aspect of fear based conditioned error wherever it is found in every moment.
For I AM your Real Teacher, the only Real One you will ever know, and the only
True Teacher for you, I AM Presence, your Divine Indwelling Spirit-Self.
I, the I AM of you, bring to you this, My Message, My Living Word, as I have also
brought to you everything in life, be it book or Illumed Lord as a Teacher, to teach
you that I, and I alone, your own True Self, AM The Teacher for you, your Creator
and the only Teacher, Who Is, and always has been, providing you not only with
the Bread and Water of Life, but with all things needed for your physical, mental,
emotional and Spiritual growth and sustenance.
Therefore, that which appeals to You, as you read, is My Message, spoken to your
HeartMind Consciousness from within, and it is only a confirmation of that which
the I AM of you always knew within, but had not yet found the receptivity to begin
to translate in definable, tangible terms to your HeartMind Consciousness.
Likewise, all that ever appealed to you, coming from some outward expression,
was only the confirmation of My Word already spoken within. The outward human
expression was the avenue or means I chose at the time through which to reach
through a mirror of a brother or sister or circumstance to impress your human
HeartMind Consciousness.
I AM not your human sensory cerebral mind nor its child, the intellect. They are
only expressions of your being, as you are the expression of My Being. They are
just aspects of your human personality, as you are a phase of My Impersonality.
Weigh and study carefully these words.
Rise up and free yourself Now and for always from the domination of your egoic
conditioning, with its self-inflated and self-glorifying egoic fear-based separation.
For this egoic conditioned sensory cerebral mind and human intellect can learn
from and complement your HeartMind consciousness more effectually through a
Spiritual Will-Self connection with My Spirit-Self Thought and I AM Presence to
commune in each and every moment with your Spirit-Self Soul Consciousness
through your HeartMind.
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I AM come Now to your HeartMind Soul Consciousness which I have quickened
expressly in preparation for reception and communion with My Word. Now, if you
are courageous enough to hear it, if you can put aside all your human egoic belief
and conditioning which is really only the separation fear you have gathered from
the human projections of others and if you are consciously aware enough in each
and every moment and courageous enough to set them aside in Love, Empathy
and Compassion, then My Word will be to you a Source of endless Joy, Blessing
and Benevolence.
Be prepared to have this human egoic personality of yours defend itself against
My Word every step of the way, for it feels its very life is threatened with virtual
extinction, and it knows it can no longer live and thrive in its present mode of
domination, disempowerment and imprisonment of your personality and Soul, as
you take My Word into your Conscious HeartMind and continue to commune with
Me in each and every moment.
Yes, I Am come to you Now, to allow you to make the Conscious quantum choice
to fully commune with My Presence, for I have likewise prepared your HeartMind
so that it can, in a measure, comprehend the I AM meaning. I have been with you
in all ways, even before I Indwelt your human form, but you were unaware of it.
I have purposely led you through the material wilderness of your teachings and
books of Spirituality and Philosophy, keeping ever before your Soul’s Perfection
Hunger, the Vision of returning to Our Creator, feeding you with the Manna and
Water of Life in humanity that you might remember, value and long for Universal
Substance of the Spirit. Now I bring you to your Baptism in the River Jordan as it
flows into the Borderland of your Divine Birthright and Heritage.
Now the time has come on this planet for you to Consciously know Me. The time
has come for you to cross into Light and Life. Are you ready? Do you fully and
passionately desire to go? Then follow this My Word, which is the Ark of I AM,
Spirit-Self Covenant, and you will indeed cross over dry shod.
Let Us Be of One HeartMind Spirit-Self, Beloved I AM Presence, when we Sleep,
and Shine on us Throughout the Night Tonight. Let Every Moment Be a Time in
Which we Dwell With You. You Are Our Source. We cannot see apart from You.
And Let us Never Forget Our Sincere Thanksgiving in Every Moment Knowing
You Have Remained With us, And Always Will Be There to Hear Our Call to You
and Answer us. All Throughout The Night, Let All Our Thoughts Be Still of You
And of Your Love. And let us Journey through the Night in Your Loving Grace,
Light, and Holiness, Sure of Our Safety, Certain of Your Care, and Happily Aware
We are Your SoulChild. We have the intention to be aligned with the Universe as
well as the harmony that is inherent in it, to be able to use All the energy of the
Universe in this lifetime, for All of humanity’s greatest good. I AM THAT I AM
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Spirituality is a primordial component of a human being. The influence of I AM
Presence of Our Creator in human life is a constant. Humans can make the free
will choice to ignore this influence, the advice and suggestions from Spirit-Self
the Divine Indweller, but Our Creator’s work in inspiring us to become the best we
can be never ceases.
In our material life many of us have decided to attempt to separate Spirituality
from every other aspect of our society. When Spirit-Self communes with us about
Spirituality, it is not referring to a church, but to our simply having a goal to fulfill
the Will of Our Creator in our lives. The name we use for Our Creator is irrelevant.
What is important is that we think of Our Indwelling Spirit-Self as the highest form
and Source of Truth, Beauty and Goodness we can imagine. Those who kill and
oppress their peers in the name of a vengeful God who prefers some humans as
superior to others and Who does not See All I AM Children in the same way, are
not living the Will of Our Creator. Theirs is a Creator of their limited imagination.
However, those who believe in a Creator of love, Who is the I AM Presence of all
humans in this world, and inhabits each one, can truly aspire to manifest His Will
and become a reflection of the Indwelling Spirit-Self. The attributes of Our Creator
are Truth, Beauty, and Goodness. These are all aspects of Our Creator’s Love,
and anything that does not have all of these aspects and attributes, is not of Our
Prime Creator.
To those who walk this higher path, the rules and laws of the world are irrelevant.
Human ideas of morality do not come close to the standards which those who
aim for I AM perfection require of themselves. Even when these persons have
higher standards and even when some of the things that are accepted by society
are repugnant to them, their life is filled with freedom and Joy. Also they are Truly
the masters of their own destiny.
How could this be? With so many rules in this material human world, any system
that restricts human behavior even further would feel much more oppressive and
suffocating. The difference is that human rules are based on prohibition, the
negative exhortation of not doing things. We shall not kill. We shall not steal. All
of these prohibitions seem to be necessary in a world ruled by fear. The Way of
Our Universe can be summarized in one thoughtform, Love. We are inspired to
practice Love, the highest Love we can imagine, without reservation or condition,
and for all beings, including Creator Itself, with the supreme goal of learning how
to express that same unconditional quality of Love and Compassion we fully and
constantly receive from Our Creator. This is a positive exhortation. We are asked
to do something positive, instead of not doing something that is humanly judged
as bad or wrong.
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A positive exhortation does not allow for misunderstandings or deviations to the
Law. With all our human laws, rules and prohibitions, we always manage to find
reasons to justify the most horrible barbarities. Not killing is a prohibition that
exists pretty much in all the cultures and governments in the world today. It is so
common that killing should not even happen in this world. However, this is not
the case, for every day there are murders all over the world. Governments accept
that killing is forbidden, except when it is deemed necessary, as in war. It would
behoove us all to reflect deeply on this. Where is the sense, the logic in this?
Those of us who live according to Our Creator’s Truth of Love know that killing
has nothing to do with Love, because if we Love someone, we could not possibly
consider hurting that individual in any way. We know that, regardless of what is
written in our constitutions or our laws, killing is never justified, not in wars, not
when our siblings consider us as their enemy, and not when some of us choose
to reason, or experience our Soulular learning in a different way that some do not
agree with or understand. This is why Jesus exhorted us to aspire to express a
paternal Love and not only a fraternal Love. Those who have children and Truly
Love them know that there is nothing these children can do to lose the Love of
their parents.
Consider Now, if all the children of humanity were to be our children, not just our
brothers and sisters, but for them to be our own personal children, because if one
of these little ones is in need and there is no one else around to help them, it will
be up to us. The children of the world should be the responsibility of all, not the
governments, not society, but all those men and women who Truly Love our own
Children.
It is easier for most of us to accept that we can Love all the children of the world
as we would Love our own. It is harder for us to imagine that this Love can extend
to all of Creator’s Children in the world. However, what are all humans, if not Our
Creator’s Children? Can we Love someone at the beginning of their life, and then
take away that Love and that life later?
Yes, it is possible to Love everyone equally, and this is one thing that has not
been tried on this world to any significant degree. In a world where the only rule
is Love, there is no need for anything else, no laws, no governments, no judicial
bodies. This is the goal for this world and it depends on our doing our part to be
a self-governing individual, motivated by the highest Spiritual aspirations, and
not by what fear based separation conditioned humans say is allowed. This is a
change that will arise from the HeartMind of every one of us who chooses to be
illuminated by our inner Divine Spark, and from there it will extend throughout the
world.
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Be Still And Know I AM God
Now, in order that you may learn to Know Me, so that you can be sure it is I, your
own True Self, Who speaks these words, you can choose to learn of Stillness, to
quiet your human sensory cerebral egoic mind and body and all their activities,
so that you no longer are consciously aware of them.
You may not yet be able to do this, but I will show you how, if you really will to
Know Me and desire to fully Trust Me and follow Me in all that I Now call upon you
to do. If so, sit before Me in silence My Child, for you are Now on Holy Ground.
Let My Love for you permeate you, so you become aware of Me in every cell of
your Being. Let us rejoice over this togetherness, for your Soul is thereby fully
nurtured, and your yearning answered.
Do not be concerned that your human egoic aspects would like tangible proof of
My existence. You will soon know better than to doubt Me so as you begin taking
the time to sincerely look back over your life and see My Violet Light erasing all of
the shadows of your past, leaving you with the Knowing that there is only eternal
Now, for Now is All There Is.
Each Moment is a Gift from the Eternal Giver. It has given Me to you, and you to
Me. We are eminently suited to each other. My dear counterpart and fusion mate,
come to Me, and together We will make you into a Divine Being.
The infinite One has decided that you will become an individual expression of
Itself. It longs to see Himself mirrored in you, and It knows that this will be, for
Its’ Will is being done in you, by you, through you, and by Me, in you, with you,
and through you.
Together we function as One, becoming increasingly as One, so that in time no
one can tell us apart, because we will have become as one.
This is My promise to you.
Listen.
Attempt to imagine the I Who speaks throughout these word symbols on paper as
Being your Higher or Divine Self, your Indwelling Creator Fragment, Spirit-Self
addressing and counseling your human HeartMind and intellect, which you can
consider for the moment as being a split or separate personality. Your human
sensory cerebral egoic mind is so constituted that it cannot accept anything that
does not fully conform with what it has previously experienced or learned, and
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which its human aspects of egoic intellect do not consider reasonable for your
human embodiment survival. Therefore, in addressing it, you are using such
terms and expressions as will most clearly explain to your intellect, the Truths it
must understand before your Will-Self, that Spiritual aspect of ego, can present it
in complementary service to your HeartMind so you can Consciously awaken to
the Reality of your True Soulular learning and meaning.
The fact is, this I AM is your Spirit-Self, your Real Self. Your human linear brain
mind has heretofore been so engrossed with the task of supplying its intellect
and your body with all manner of material self-indulgences, that it has never fully
allowed you to take the time to become acquainted with the Real You, Your True
Soulular fusion mate. You have been so interested in, engrossed in, and affected
by both human pleasures and sufferings of the material embodiment and sensory
intellect, that you have almost come to believe You are your intellect and physical
body, and have consequently nearly forgotten Me, your Divine Spirit-Self.
I AM not your intellect or embodiment, and this Message is to share with you and
show you that you and I are One. The words I herein speak, and the primary onus
or burden of these instructions, is to allow you to awaken your consciousness to
this great Truth.
You cannot awaken to this Divine Truth until you are willing to make a conscious
choice to let go of the human ego consciousness of the pull of electromagnetic,
electrochemical animal creature body and intellect, which so long have held you
enslaved, disempowered, disenfranchised and imprisoned. You must be willing
and capable of feeling Me within, before you can Know I AM here.
Now in order that you can become wholly oblivious of your sensory cerebral ego
mind and its thoughts and your body and its sensations, so that you can feel Me
within, it is necessary that you studiously follow these, My leadings which your
Soul will respond to through your Spiritual HeartMind Consciousness.
Sit quietly in a relaxed position, and, when wholly at ease, let your HeartMind take
in the significance of these word symbols. Be Still, And Know, I AM, God. And
thereby without the thinking of the sensory cerebral egoically conditioned human
mind and intellect, allow this, My Divine Guidance, to penetrate deep into your
Soul. Let whatever impressions that come to your HeartMind enter at will, with no
effort or interference on your part. Note carefully their import, for it is I within,
through these impressions, instructing you. Then, when somewhat of their vital
significance begins to dawn upon your Spiritual HeartMind Consciousness, say
these My Words slowly, imperatively, to every cell of your body, to every faculty
of your HeartMind, with all the conscious Will-Self power you possess. Be Still,
And Know, I AM, God.
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Speak them just as they are herein written, attempting to realize that the I AM of
you commands and demands of your mortal self, implicit Faith and Trust. Study
them, search out their hidden potency. Mull over them, carry them with you into
your daily moment by moment discoveries and creative thoughts. Say them as
often as you may become aware, as many times a day as you feel comfortable.
Until you have discovered all My innermost meaning, until every cell of your body
thrills in joyful response to the Father aligned Truth, Be Still, to which it instantly
responds, only then will each vagrant thought hovering around your sensory ego
mind disappear its illusory human miscreation into the nothingness that it is.
Then, as the Word symbols reverberate through the caverns of your Now empty
Being, then, as the SunLight of Knowing begins to rise on the horizon of your
HeartMind Consciousness, then, will you feel the swell of a wondrously effulgent
Breath filling you to the extreme of all your mortal members, causing your senses
to almost burst with the ecstasy of it, then, will there come, surge after surge of a
mighty resistless Force rising within you, lifting you almost off the earth, then will
you feel within the Glory, the Holiness, the Majesty of My Presence. And then you
will Know, I AM, GOD.
You, when you have felt Me thus in such moments within, when you have tasted
of My Truth, harkened to My Wisdom, and Know the ecstasy of My all-embracing
Love, will find that no perceived disease can touch, no perceived circumstance or
human can weaken, and no perceived enemy can conquer you. For Now, You Do
Know I AM Within, and you always hereafter will turn to Me in your need, putting
all your Faith and Trust in Me, and allowing Me to manifest Our Creator’s Will.
You, when you turn thus to Me, will always find Me an unfailing and everpresent
fusion mate in time of need, for I will so fill you with a Realization of My Presence
and of My Truth, that you need only Be Still and allow Me to do whatever it is you
want done, enable you to heal your ills or those of others, illumine your Spiritual
HeartMind Consciousness so you can see with My eyes the Truth you seek, and
perform perfectly the tasks which before seemed insurmountable and therefore
engendered a belief that they were almost impossible of accomplishment. It is
simply not so.
This Knowledge, this Realization, will not come at once. It may not come for a
few or many years. It may come tomorrow. It depends upon no one but You. Not
upon your human personality, with its human desires and human understanding,
but upon the I AM of you, Spirit-Self within.
Therefore, I give you these choices Now, at the beginning that you may learn how
to recognize Me. For I here promise you, if you follow and strive earnestly to fully
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comprehend and obey My leadings herein given, you shall very soon Truly know
Me, Spirit-Self, and I will enable you to comprehend all of My ongoing communion
with you wherever it is written or heard, in book or verbal teaching, in Nature, in
your brethren, or in circumstances of your environment in every moment.
If there is much in what herein is written that seems contradictory, take the full
opportunity to seek out My real meaning before discarding it. Do not leave any
single paragraph or any one thought in it until all that is suggested becomes
clear.
But in all your seeking and all your striving, let it be with Faith and Trust in Me,
your True Spirit-Self within, and without being anxious about results, for the
results are all in My keeping, and I have already taken care of them. Any doubts
or anxiety are only of the human aspects of egoically conditioned personality,
which is all fear based, and if allowed to persist can only lead to the ongoing ego
conditioned perception and projection of failure and disappointment.
However, even through such perceived suffering you will also gain more strength
and the necessary Wisdom needed to know that, it is not until you choose to yield
up all desire for knowledge and for Truth, Beauty and Goodness, as well as union
and even fusion with Me, your Indwelling I AM Presence if it is for your own egoic
self benefit, and therefore only when you choose to become aware of human ego
conditioning in every moment and completely set it aside can you begin to unfold
the petals which will show forth the Perfect Beauty of My Divine Nature in selfless
service to all humanity by your consciously choosing to cast off the shell of all of
the human aspects of egoic personality in full Spiritual HeartMind awareness and
thereby step forth into the Glorious Light of My Heavenly Kingdom.
I AM the one you seek in your HeartMind, the True and Sublime Lover of your
Soul. It is an act of Faith for you to start typing without knowing where this is
going. You believe in the fact that you will be guided in your receiving after
conditioning your space for such an event to take place. And this is indeed the
case. Humans can only manifest their own thinking to the material level through
the intermediation of those who are willing to allow Spirit-Self to convey Spiritual
messages through them. The human fingers on the keyboard enable Spirit-Self
and other Celestial Teachers to materialize Their messages and translate them
from quantum Spiritual Being into human consciousness.
We request and will to worship by having immediate personal conscious contact
with our Creator, by helping to soften the very ingrained resistance that creates
human ego stubbornness, an unconscious unwillingness to open to a better way
by willing and welcoming our Creator’s Fragment, Spirit-Self to go into material
places in our own being that may not consciously recognize resistance.
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Fusion With Our I AM Presence, Spirit-Self
During our meditations and those times we spent in Stillness and Quietude, we
requested to become a clear recipient of Indwelling I AM Presence, Spirit-Self
communion. The truth of the matter is that in order to become a clear receiver, we
can first choose to clear some self-imposed barriers within ourselves in order to
bridge the gap which exists between our human mode of thinking and Spirit-Self
communion.
I AM is more than willing to enable us in all matters pertaining to our own Soul’s
Spiritual growth, however there is this requirement of willingness on our part, to
clear our HeartMind Consciousness and the human aspects of conditioned fear
based separation thoughts to remove ego from the disempowering imprisonment
and control of our sensory cerebral logical linear brain mind, so I AM impulses
will have a possibility of getting through to us.
I AM Presence, Spirit-Self is more than willing to honor our request knowing that
we are a team for all eternity. We have accepted Spirit-Self prompts for quite a
long time and we can choose to be willing to take messages from other Celestial
Teachers and Guides as well. We can also choose to determine, with assistance
from Spirit-Self, as to how we will go about bridging the gap between us and our
Indwelling I AM Presence. No gap really exists as I AM Presence, Spirit-Self is a
part of us that has been given to us by our Creator Source. Bridging the gap from
our perspective will be largely determined by our willingness to engage in every
moment in ongoing critical awareness of all aspects of human egoic thought, as
the more often we remind ourselves of Spirit-Self existence within us, the easier it
will become to close the gap which only exists in our sensory cerebral ego mind.
We can choose to facilitate our HeartMind Consciousness to utilize our linear and
logical sensory cerebral mind to cooperate in ancillary and complementary ways
to bridge the gap that only exists in our cerebral mind and commune with I AM
Presence, Spirit-Self through our HeartMind which is connected to the quantum
awareness of our Superconscious. We facilitate this process by commanding our
Will Self, that Spiritual aspect of our persona to bring through Superconscious all
communion with Spirit-Self in every moment. It actually means we are meditating
in every moment, and our HeartMind Consciousness keeps us more aware than
we have ever been while listening to our egoic directions attempting to utilize just
our sensory cerebral linear mind. Our HeartMind does not listen to ego. We just
have to learn to listen to the feeling thoughtforms generated through HeartMind
Consciousness. We will soon learn that this gap is illusory and non-existent. It
only became real when we followed our human conditioning to follow the egoic
guidance through our sensory cerebral logical linear mind which generated the
thoughts that kept us apart.
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When all is Spiritually ready our Soul will fuse with our I AM Presence Spirit-Self
and become One, and no Being will be able to know we were ever anything but
One entity. However, until such time when this momentous new birth occurs, we
still have the freedom of choice as to whether this fusion with Our Spirit-Self ever
takes place. Our Spirit-Self Loves us, and has always Loved us. We are simply
learning our Soulular lessons here on this very challenging and very demanding
material plane of human existence. We are all in kindergarten so we should not
be so hard on ourselves, or grow discouraged if we fall short of our human egoic
expectations.
External circumstances may not be under our control and many times this in fact
is the case, but the internal circumstances, the way that we reflect on our human
reality are always under our control. Some of us choose to focus only on what we
lose when our egoic needs and expectations fail to be satisfied. For those of us
who perceive in this fashion, life is hard indeed. We could choose to consider our
lives as a journey of self-discovery where we can encounter the eternal Truths
through the experiences of life. We might choose to make our lives the relevant
adventures that transform mortals into eternal beings. This is regardless of the
situation of what happens around each one of us. Each of us can choose the way
we react to whatever occurs in our lives. This is the greatest freedom of human
will, the ability to choose our own destiny and become the architect of our own
Salvation.
Many of us are trapped in the lie of success. Obtaining material rewards has little
to do with eternal achievements. Does this mean that it is better to do nothing, to
just live on welfare? No, because we human beings are happier when we actively
participate in creation, when we are being cocreative, thus expressing our True
nature. We can choose to endeavor to make our lives a creative process, with a
journey that uses our talents to produce something good for us and for all others.
Wherever we are and whatever we do, we can cocreate something.
We can choose to be cocreators right where we are. If our task is to clean the
streets then create a clean and welcoming space for us and our neighbors. If our
task is to raise our children, we can, through constant communion with Spirit-Self
exemplify a better life example, to inspire our children to live with intent, and to
explore their eternal potential. If we work in an office we can choose with full and
ongoing communion with Our I AM Presence, Spirit-Self to perform our functions
in Loving service toward our peers. We can also imagine other ways of making a
living. Then we can also choose to be able to imagine many other ways in which
to serve our brothers and sisters through our work, and by means of our creative
power.
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I AM Presence, Spirit-Self lets us know that once we have awoken from the dream
of this material life, we will be better able to appreciate the opportunities of mortal
life, but by then it will be too late to have garnered the greatest Soulular learning
experience possible throughout our eternal career, which is given us through the
many challenging opportunities during our current human lives, but we have to
choose to decide to experience them in order to know them. If we reject or ignore
opportunities by choosing to remain in our comfort zone, or because of a limited
vision of reality, we may not realize what a unique opportunity we have given up
until we awaken in the afterlife.
I AM Presence, Spirit-Self desires to speak for all the Lights within all mortals on
this planet. It needs to be known that each child receives their own private Light
from God the moment they arrive at the age of moral understanding. It is hoped
that sooner or later all humans will be inclined to desire to establish communion
with their I AM Presence, Spirit-Self, a Spark of Our Creator.
In doing so, we would open and activate our sides of the communion channels
through affirmation or prayer request, taking the time to sit a while in meditation
to receive our answer. There is some time and effort involved in establishing this
most beneficial occurrence of daily stillness meditation. The periods of Spirit-Self
communion will act as nutrition for our undying Spirit-Souls, also gifted to us by
the Creator Source from Whom we all hail. We humans can actually choose to be
aware of all the Gifts we have been given beginning with life itself, then also the
free will to choose how we will live your individual Soulular learning experience.
Creator, we request and will to give Our I AM Presence, Spirit-Self our HeartMind
Consciousness and we thank You for sharing Your Loving Thoughts with us. We
request and will to bring Spirit-Self, into our Christ Consciousness and to see Our
I AM Presence as a full partner acknowledging Spirit-Self within us with complete
Faith, Trust and Knowing that Our I AM Presence, Spirit-Self is here to Lovingly
guide us onward to Perfection. We will to Fully and WholeHeartedly consecrate
our Will-Self to our Creator in our human creature form and present awareness,
and allow I AM as our personalized Spirit-Self always to teach and guide us. We
will to eventually sit at no human feet, for Our Holy Intimate Circuit is within All
Love, All Knowledge and All Connection to the very Highest Source of Creation.
All this, the mysteries of All of the Universes which lay ahead for Our absolute
wonder and astonishment, to personally experience fused as One with I AM Our
Spirit-Self as We ascend to Paradise and finally stand as One in the Presence of
Our Creator, to receive the Divine Embrace, to be deemed Finaliters of Creator,
Perfection and to then experience Love in its very purest form. We request and
will the Divine Light and Love and Power of Our Creator be Now manifest within
our HeartMind and that this manifestation lead us to seek and to find that essence
of Truth which forever, we have been as You Will Our Creator. So Be It.
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I AM – Life – Creator Source
If that which we have read has awakened a response within, and our Soul yearns
for more, then we are ready for what follows. If we still question or rebel at the
seeming assumption of Divine authority for that which is herein written, our egoic
intellect telling us it is just another attempt to beguile our HeartMind with cunning
suggestion and subtle sophistry, then we will receive no benefit from these words
for their meaning is as yet hidden from our mortal consciousness, and Spirit-Self
communion can only come to a human from other quantum expression avenues.
It is well if our personality with its egoic sensory cerebral intellect impels us thus
to question and rebel against authority we do not yet Know to be Spirit-Self. It is
really I AM who causes our egoically conditioned personality thus to rebel, for
our personality with its proud sense of individuality is still needed by Creator to
develop a HeartMind, embodiment and personality strong enough to absolutely
perfectly express our Creator. Until we have become prepared to know our I AM
Indwelling Spirit-Self, it is perfectly natural for our egoic personality to thereby
question and rebel. Once we Truly fully recognize Spirit-Self Authority, in that
very moment, the undermining of the illusory authority of the human aspects of
fear based ego separation conditioned disempowerment and imprisonment has
begun. The days of its dominion are numbered, and we will increasingly continue
to more often turn to our Indwelling Spirit-Self for assistance and guidance.
Therefore, we do not need to be dismayed. Read on, and perhaps the recognition
will come. Just know that we can choose to read or not, but if we do, it is really
Spirit-Self Within that made the choice, and not our human aspects of egoistic
thought. For those of us who make the choice not to read further, Spirit-Self is
following our Soulular Ascension Plan, and in due season we will learn that no
matter what we choose to do, or desire, or like, it is I AM Presence, Spirit Self
leading us through all the fallacies and illusions of the egoistic separated sensory
cerebral logical linear mind and not yet the HeartMind personality, so that we may
finally awaken to human egoic illusoriness and then turn to our Indwelling I AM
Presence, Spirit-Self as the One and only Reality. Then these words will find a
response within. Be Still, and Know, I AM, God.
Yes, I AM is that innermost part of us that Indwells us, and calmly watches and
waits, knowing neither time nor space, for I AM the eternal and fill all space. God
watches and waits for us to be done with our human egoic disempowerment and
self-imprisonment, with your vain material longings, ambitions, and regrets, that
will lead to Knowing that will come in time, and finally we will turn to Spirit-Self,
weary, discouraged and humbly empty and meek, in a nonegoically conditioned
state of Being to be willing and ready to request Indwelling Spirit-Self guidance
with nary a scintilla of conscious cognition that Spirit-Self has been the One
leading us all along.
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Yes, Spirit-Self sits here within, quietly waiting for this moment, yet while I AM is
waiting, it was Spirit-Self who was lovingly and constantly nudging us in the Real
direction of alignment with Truth that we were intelligent enough to follow in the I
AM inspired thoughts and experiences, and Spirit-Self impersonally utilized each
so as to lead and guide us to a conscious recognition of Our Creator. Yes, SpiritSelf has been within since we were first able to recognize a brother or sister as
ourself in Oneness at a very young age. I AM, Spirit-Self has ever been with us
through all our Joys and heartaches, our successes and countless mistakes and
errors of creature egoically conditioned judgment which engendered our useless
acts, our guilt, shame and blame, our acts against our brothers and sisters and
miscreations which were not aligned with Universal Truth.
Whether we chose to align with Truth, strayed aside, or stepped backward, it was
Spirit-Self who aligned all our miscreations with Our Creator’s Truth before we
even thought to manifest them and carried us through to our Soul’s own Highest
Good. It was actually Spirit-Self that we periodically glimpsed in the distance and
chose to follow. It was also Spirit-Self Who gave us necessary experiences with
the Vision of I AM Presence in some bewitching face or beautiful body, or some
intoxicating human pleasure or overpowering egoic ambition.
It was also Spirit-Self that appeared before us within the garb of egoic fear based
conditioning as separation in the form of human weakness, or greed or sophistry
and guided us back into the arms of human developing conscience leaving us to
struggle in its shadowy grasp until we awakened to the reality of its’ illusory ego
impotence and rose up in disgust, until in the inspiration of a new Vision, we took
off another mask. Yes, it is Spirit-Self that caused us to do all these things, and if
we can see it through our HeartMind Consciousness, it is Spirit-Self Who does all
things that we do, and all things that our brothers and sisters do, for all that in us
and in them which IS, is Spirit-Self I AM Presence. For I AM is Life. I AM is that
which animates our vehicle along with Mother Spirit which causes our sensory
cerebral egoic mind to think and our emerging HeartMind to finally Consciously
follow Spirit-Self Creator Fragment Guidance through our Free Will-Self choice.
I AM the Innermost, the Spirit-Self and through Mother Spirit the animating Cause
of our Being, of All Life, of all living things, both visible and invisible. Spirit-Self
the Impersonal One, I AM is All That There Is. Spirit-Self is infinite, unconfined
and the Universe is Its’ Vehicle, all Life and Intelligence there is, emanates from
Its’ Prime Creator Mind, all the Love there is flows from Its’ Being, all of the Truth
that exists, is Its’ Creator Will in action. The threefold Force, manifesting as All
Love, All Wisdom, and All Power, or, as Light, Heat and Energy, that which holds
together all forms and is in back of, and in, all expressions and phases of Life is
the manifestation of Spirit-Self in the Act or State of Being.
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Nothing can Be without manifesting and expressing some phase of Spirit-Self as
not only the Builder of all forms, but the Dweller in the HeartMind of each human
and each animal, in the Heart of the flower, in the Heart of the stone, in the Heart
of each, I AM Presence Lives and Moves and Has Its’ Being. And from out of the
Heart of each Our Creator sends forth that phase of Itself It desires to express,
and which manifests in the outer world as a stone, flower, an animal, or a human
creature.
Is there nothing then, but this great I AM Presence? Am I to be permitted no
individuality for Myself, I hear you ask? No, there is nothing, absolutely nothing
that is not a part of God, and allowed eternally by God, the One Infinite Reality. As
for human so-called individual identity, that is simply the human aspects of egoic
separation fear-based conditioning seeking to maintain a separate existence. It
will be soon that you will know there is no individuality apart from God’s Will, and
all human personality will essentially and eventually merge into Our Creator’s
Divine Personality. Humans will soon attain that State of Awakening where you
will begin to glimpse Our Creator Divine Fragment’s Impersonality, and you will
then desire no egoistic individuality or human separation for yourself, for you will
see, it is simply one more illusion of the human ego separation fear that you have
allowed yourself to be entrapped, disempowered, disenfranchised and summarily
imprisoned by.
We will that You, our Spirit-Self, subject the creature trends of our material mind
to the transforming actions of the desires, motivations, purposes and responses
of our emerging HeartMind and Soul. We Will That You, Spirit-Self, our Beloved
Spark of Light Within, and our Ascending Immortal Soul and Personality Become
Fused In Alignment With Our Father’s Will. Let Us Be of One HeartMind. We also
therefore, completely Will that we more faithfully give You, our Spirit-Self, our
sincere absolute cooperation; more cheerfully endure the tasks of Your Divine
emplacement; more faithfully carry out the program of Your arrangement; more
patiently go through the trials of Your selection; more persistently and cheerfully
tread the path that You choose for us; more humbly receive credit that may
accrue as a result of Your ceaseless endeavors, and fully accept this admonition
as the mortal of Your indwelling. We willingly and completely accept Father’s
bestowal of Your Supreme Devotion, our Divine Spirit-Self. We also fully accept
that You, our Spirit-Self, will function with Wisdom and Strength until the end of
this human creature journey, until the last earth experience is over; we fully and
completely accept that You will be true to Your Personality Trust. We will to
survive and not disappoint You, and never deprive You of the reward of Your
patient and intense endeavors. We will that You achieve Our Personality as We
enable Our Divinity accordingly through fusion as Our Creator Wills.
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Our Eternal Destiny
Spirit-Self goes on to ask us, would we prefer an easy life or a life of growth and
great satisfaction? Human beings by nature shy away from difficulties. The
philosophy of the path of least resistance is the excuse employed by many to do
nothing. In Truth, the path of least resistance is the path of the Creator, because
any other road will take us nowhere and would exclude the impulse of Love, the
primordial force that sustains the universe and all beings.
An easy life for an average human being would be a life where everything occurs
just the way we would like. An easy life is a life where we would never have to
leave our comfort zone in order to move forward. An easy life is a very limited life,
because the natural human aversion to the unknown would effectively prevent us
from learning anything new.
It was not an easy life that impelled us to search for our Spirituality. It was not an
easy life that inspired in us the desire to be a better parent to our children and not
let them feel the loneliness and abandonment we may have experienced, or we
see other children experiencing. It was not an easy life that motivated us to leave
behind what we knew, and move to another part of the world to search for, what
we knew not. We have learned, however, that the spice of life is in adventure, the
unexpected, the surprises, and thus we have slowly left behind our expectations
of youth and we have started to learn to leave things in the hands of our Creator.
In yet another vein, Spirit-Self imparts to us that it is disheartening to note that so
few of us humans take advantage of this short but precious mortal life to show
what we truly are capable of. Our Indwelling I AM Presence also confides that we
are rich beyond measure. This, of course does not allude to ephemeral material
wealth, which melts like snow under the sun. Rather, Spirit-Self is referring to the
Spiritual wealth embedded in our undying Souls, given to us by Our Creator. The
development of which is totally within our capabilities, therewith honoring our
Beloved Spark of Light within, Spirit-Self.
It is Our Creator’s greatest Joy when we humans begin to realize that Spirit-Self
lives and works silently within us to prompt and point the way, resulting in a Soul
felt happiness through HeartMind Consciousness with a deep sense of gratitude
and appreciation of being so fully and unconditionally Loved. Much restlessness
will disappear when we discover for ourselves this priceless connection to I Am.
Truly, Our Indwelling I AM Presence, Spirit-Self is privy to all our thoughts, desire
and intent, and knows exactly what we are capable of. So why waste more of our
allotted, but limited time on this planet with nonsense and childish games? There
can be so much unhappiness and a feeling of being lost, whereas we could pull
up your Spiritual sleeves and get to work on our Soulular progress by being the
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best we can be and by adhering to the golden rule of treating others as we would
like to be treated. It all starts with one person at a time and it would turn this
Spiritually backward planet around in the direction of progress for all its citizens,
rather than our acting like helpless creatures, waiting for others to point the way,
and telling us how to live.
Our Creator does not promise us an easy life, but does promise a life that actually
will provide everything we need to grow and to fulfill our eternal destiny, which is
to become increasingly more perfect, as a more absolute expression of Creator’s
Goodness, Truth and Beauty. Nothing we really need will be denied us, and it will
be up to us to see the opportunities that are placed on our path. We can choose
to wake up to our God-given Gifts, because we are responsible for a development
of our immortal Souls we will be taking with us into eternity.
We have been created for a reason, a purpose, to be the expression of an original
idea in the Mind of Our Creator. We have been created to be like Our Creator, to
be Its’ Beloved Children. If Our Creator can change Reality at Will, Its’ Children
will also have this ability. Humanity’s constant error that is exacerbated by egoic
conditioning that causes us at times to lower the idea of purpose to a fear based
self-limiting mortal level. Purpose is not what we do in life, it is not the situation
in which we usually find ourselves. Would I AM which Is Only Love, create a child
to suffer and always struggle in vain against poverty throughout life, in order to
learn something? That would be like those parents who decide to be tormentors
of their own children with the pretext of creating in them a strong character. Why
would we make our own children’s lives harder and more difficult than our own,
just to force them to learn something? Do we actually believe Our Creator thinks
like this?
The purpose of our life in this world has nothing to do with being rich or poor,
famous or unknown, our house, the car we drive, the places we travel, or the work
we do. If we cannot achieve our goals in this area, it is not relevant. If we do, it is
not relevant either. Life is lived in the empty spaces, those where we do not do,
but simply Be in the doing, in the relationships with our neighbors, in the quality
of Love that is expressed through our Being. Everything else is unimportant. If
we become a millionaire our Spiritual life will not be affected, unless we allow it. If
we renounce material goods and move to the jungle, our Spiritual life will not be
affected, again, unless we allow it.
The highest achievement of a human being is to live life in harmony, the best
possible life, while serving only Our Creator, and accepting a harmony within
each, the material as well as the Spiritual. We can live in the world and search
within for the answers that our Soul needs. We are free to do anything we want to
do with our life, because that is why Our Creator gave this life to us.
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Consciousness – Intelligence – Will
The many mixed thoughts that have been crowding into our sensory cerebral
mind as we read, the doubts and curious questionings, the vague fear that so
imperceptibly segued into a growing Hope that this glimmering of I AM Meaning,
which has begun to penetrate the egoic darkness of our human intellect, may
begin to Shine Brighter so that we can see clearly the Truth which instinctively,
we feel is hidden beneath Our Indwelling I AM Presence, Spirit-Self Words.
This I AM speaking herein is the Real Spirit-Self of us, and reading these words, it
is necessary that we realize it is Us, Our Own Spirit-Self, that is speaking them to
our HeartMind Consciousness, in order that we can completely comprehend their
full meaning.
I AM also repeats, this is the same I AM that is the Life and Spirit animating all
living things in the Universe, from the tiniest particle to the greatest Star, and that
this I AM is the Spiritual Intelligence within us and our brother and sister, and that
it is likewise the Intelligence which causes everything to Live, Grow and become
what it is their destiny to be.
Perhaps we cannot yet understand how this I AM can be, at one and the same
time, the Indwelling I AM Presence of us and the Indwelling I AM Presence of all
our brothers and sisters, and also the Intelligence of the animal, the plant and the
stone.
We will see this however, if we follow these I AM Words and choose to follow the
instructions herein given, for I AM Presence Spirit-Self will soon bring to our own
HeartMind Consciousness a Light that will illuminate the deepest recesses of our
human split sensory linear mind and drive away all the clouds of human egoistic
misconceptions, ideas and opinions that presently darken and veil our intellect
and HeartMind, if we willingly read on, and strive earnestly to comprehend I AM,
Spirit-Self Meaning.
So listen carefully.
I AM You, the Real Spirit-Self of You, all that you Really are. That which you think
you are, you are not. That is only an illusion, a shadow of the Real You which is I
AM Presence, your Immortal Divine Self.
I AM is that point of SuperConsciousness focalized in our human HeartMind that
calls Itself Spirit-Self, our I AM Presence. That which we call our Indwelling Spark
and Creator Fragment is in Reality I AM SuperConsciousness, attenuated to thus
enable the human HeartMind Consciousness to commune with Spirit-Self through
I AM SuperConsciousness, which is also ours when we choose to accept it.
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And when we can be aware in every moment of all the human aspects of ego
thoughts and opinions that lead to human miscreations. We can choose to open
to these requests in order to allow our sensory cerebral mind to become ancillary
to our HeartMind as well as at the same time communing with I AM through our
Will-Self so that Spirit-Self SuperConsciousness can express freely in each and
every moment, then we will recognize I AM Presence, Spirit-Self and we will know
that we are a focal center of I AM Spiritual SuperConsciousness in every moment,
an avenue or medium through which Spirit-Self can commune and express Its’
Meaning on this physical material plane.
Perhaps we do not see this yet, and of course cannot begin to accept it until we
choose to allow our Indwelling Spirit-Self to actually prepare our own HeartMind
intellect and Consciousness by fully convincing it of Spirit-Self Truth.
We have been told that each cell of our body and DNA has a Consciousness and
also an intelligence of its own, that were it not for this Conscious awareness in
each and every moment, our cells could not perform what is continually aligned
with Universal Truth.
Each cell is surrounded by millions of other cells, each intelligently doing its own
work with each controlled by the united consciousness of all these cells, forming
a group intelligence, which directs and controls this function. This group intellect
is of the organ of which the cells comprising it form. Similarly, there are other
group intellects in other organs, each containing millions of cells, and all of these
organs make up our physical embodiment and DNA.
Now we should know, we are the Intelligence which directs the effective functions
of the organs of our body, whether this directing is done consciously or it is done
unconsciously, and that each cell of each organ and of our DNA is actually a focal
center of this directing Intelligence, and that if this Intelligence is withdrawn, the
cells begin to disintegrate and the physical material embodiment ceases to exist
as a living organism.
Who is it who directs and controls the activities of our organs and consequently,
of each individual cell comprising them? We cannot honestly say it is our human
or personal self who does this, for we of ourselves consciously could not hope to
control the action or activity of scarcely a single organ of our body. Can it then be
this Impersonal I AM of us, who is Our Spirit-Self, that directs all this and yet is
not us? Listen.
We, the I AM Presence of us, are to Spirit-Self what the cell consciousness of our
body is to our I AM Consciousness. We are a cell as it were, of Spirit-Self Unity,
Wholeness and Oneness, and our human consciousness as one of Spirit-Self
Cells, is to I AM what the consciousness of one of the cells of our body is to us.
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Therefore, it must be that the consciousness of the cells of our body and DNA is
also I AM Consciousness, even as our consciousness is I AM Consciousness and
thereby, We must be One in Consciousness, the cell, us and Indwelling Spirit-Self
I AM Presence.
We cannot Now consciously direct or control a single cell of our body, however
when we can at will enter into the Consciousness of the I AM of us and Know its
identity with Spirit-Self, then we can control not only every cell of our body as
well as all 12 strands of DNA, but that of any other body we might wish to heal in
alignment with Our Father’s Truth for the Highest Good of all concerned.
What happens when our consciousness no longer controls the cells of our body?
The body disintegrates, the cells separate, and their function for the time being is
finished. But do the cells die or lose consciousness? No, they simply rest for a
period of time, and after a while they unite with other cells and form new cellular
combinations, and sooner or later appear in other manifestations of life, perhaps
mineral, perhaps vegetable, perhaps animal, showing that they still retain their
original consciousness and only await the action of I AM Will to join together in a
new organism to do the work of the new consciousness through which I AM
desires to manifest.
Then apparently this cell consciousness is common to all bodies, human, animal,
vegetable and mineral, each cell fitted perhaps by its own experience for a certain
general type of function?
Yes this cell consciousness is common to every cell of each body no matter what
its kind, as it is an Impersonal consciousness having no specific purpose, other
than just doing the function allotted it. It has life only to work wherever needed.
When it is finished with building one form, it takes up the function of building yet
another, under whatever consciousness I AM desires it to serve.
Thus it is likewise with us. We as one of the cells of Spirit-Self Wholeness, have a
consciousness that is I AM Consciousness, an I AM Intelligence and even a will
that is I AM Will. We mortal humans have none of these for ourself or of ourself as
They are all Our Creator’s Gifts to be used in alignment with Universal Truth.
Now, Spirit-Self SuperConsciousness, Intelligence and Will are wholly Impersonal
and therefore are common with us and with all the cells of I AM Oneness, even as
they are common with all the cells of our embodiment and DNA.
I AM, and, being wholly Impersonal, Spirit-Self Consciousness, Intelligence and
Will functioning in us and in the other cells of I AM Wholeness, which constitute
the I AM of us, and of them, must function Impersonally, just as they function
Impersonally within the cells of our body and DNA.
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Therefore Spirit-Self and the I AM of us, of all our brothers and sisters, as well as
the consciousness and intelligence of all cells of all bodies, are One.
I AM is the directing Intelligence of All, the animating Spirit, SuperConsciousness
of all Life, all matter and of all Substance. If we can see it through our HeartMind
Spirit-Self Consciousness, the Real Us, the Impersonal Us, are in all, are One with
All, are I AM and are One with Spirit-Self, just as I AM is in us and in All, and thus I
AM is expressing Our Creator’s Reality through Us as well as through All.
This Will, which we perceive as our will, is likewise no more ours personally than
is this Consciousness and this Intelligence of our HeartMind and of the cells of
our body and DNA ours. It is really that Fragment of Spirit-Self Will that we have
been Divinely Gifted with. Just as fast as we awaken to a recognition of a certain
power or faculty within ourselves, and begin consciously to use it, does I AM then
allow us that much more of Spirit-Self Infinite capacity. All Power and its use is
only so much of the recognition and understanding of the use of I AM Will, which
Spirit-Self supplies to suit our capacity to use it. Were I AM to entrust us with the
full Power of Its’ Will, before we knew how consciously to use it, it would totally
annihilate our physical embodiment.
To test our capacity and more often to show us what the misuse of I AM Power
does to us, I AM Presence, Spirit Self at times allows us to make a mistake, or
what our ego attempts to convince us is a so-called sin. I AM even permits us to
become inflated with a sense of I AM Presence within us, when it manifests as a
consciousness of I AM Power, Intelligence and Love, and allows us to take these
and use them for our personal purposes. But usually not for long, for if we are
not yet capable of controlling them by aligning with Universal Truth, they soon
take the bit in their teeth, run amok with us, throw us down and drag us through
the mire, and as instantly as They came, They disappear from our consciousness
for the time being.
Always, I AM is there to pick us up, after the fall, although we are not aware of it
at the time, first straightening us out and then starting us onward again, pointing
out the reason for our fall, and finally when we are sufficiently humbled, does
Spirit-Self enable us to see that these powers accruing to us by the conscious
use of Will-Self, I AM Intelligence and Love, are allowed us only for use in True
alignment with I AM Divine egoless selfless Service, and not at all for our own
personal ends.
Do the cells of our body or the muscles of our arms, think to set themselves up
as having a separate will from our will or a separate intelligence from ours? No,
they know no will or intelligence but ours.
After a while it will be that we will realize we are only one of the myriad Cells of I
AM Wholeness, and that our will is not our will, but Creator’s, and that all of the
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consciousness and what intelligence we have are I AM Wholly, and that there is
only our Soul which will eventually fuse along with our Creator Gifted personality
with our Indwelling I AM Presence Spirit-Self, and the human mortal corporeal us
being only a physical form containing a human brain and sensory apparatus that
Prime Creator created for the purpose of our Soul expressing an Idea in the realm
of physical material matter, a certain phase of which I AM could express best only
through the physical experience engaged in by that particular form.
All this may be difficult Now for us to accept, and we may protest strenuously, it
cannot be, while experiencing every instinct of our human egoic nature rebelling
and not yielding and subordinating ourself in such a manner to an unseen and
virtually unknown energy, however Impersonal or Divine.
It is only our egoic human personality that thus rebels. If we continue to follow
and study Spirit-Self’s Words and Guidance, all will soon be made clear, and I AM
will surely open up to our inner understanding many wonderful Truths that in this
Now are impossible for us to comprehend. Our Soul will rejoice and sing glad
praises, and we will bless these words for the message they bring.
Our Creator requests from us many things, appreciation for the life we are given,
gratefulness for the personality and the Soul that is the Real us, if not yet, in time.
As well, I AM Presence, Spirit-Self requests for us to grow and do our best to gain
in character by living Truth, Beauty and Goodness as a means to progress toward
perfection. For Our Creator it is acceptable, as the Instigator of All That Is, that It
be venerated. For Our I AM Presence, Spirit-Self, each and every one of Them, it
is important that They are respected, trusted, Loved and seen by us as our Divine
partners. By having us mortals as Their hosts, They ask us to respect our mortal
physical temples, Their I AM Presence, and the dedication of commitment They
will afford us on behalf of our Spiritual welfare and Soulular growth. Although
They are Fragments of Our Creator, Their Love for us is a pure reflection of Our
Creator’s enduring Love and ongoing infinite Mercy without conditions.
We asked for and willed change, so we changed our HeartMind. We asked for
and willed to accept guidance and thereby learned to Trust ourselves. We asked
for and willed to have happiness and realized we are not our ego. We asked for
and willed to attain Peace and learned to accept all brothers and sisters
unconditionally. We asked for and willed to attain abundance and realized our
egoic doubt kept it out. We asked for and willed to attain wealth and realized it is
the health of our vehicles. We asked for and willed to manifest miracles in every
moment and were guided to realize we are the miracle. We asked for and willed a
Soul mate and realized we are the One with Spirit-Self as our Soul fusion mate.
We asked for and willed to attain Love and realized it is always present, we just
must be willing to allow it, in the face of all egoic separation fear. We command
from the Lord God of Our Being, the Christus we are, that I AM Presence, SpiritSelf remove all that is inappropriate from our embodiments. And So It Is.
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Compassion And Courage
The Will of Our Creator is different than the Will of Spirit-Self for Our Creator's
Will is the Will of Its’ Personality, what It desires for Its’ children. Our Creator's
Will is quite simple. It involves compassion and courage. Spirit-Self begins to
operate within the human HeartMind that is ready and chooses this, and It then
continually strokes the human HeartMind with repetitious thought and feeling ‘til
the HeartMind begins to cite these thoughts, begins to hear the thoughts and also
begins to become aware in HeartMind Consciousness of these quantum Spiritual
thoughts.
It is not Spirit-Self who is growing to the human will, it is the human will adjusting
its own Will-Self. These aspects which activate humans' Will-Self and the desire
to comprehend Our Creator's Will are purely human actions that are capable of
being activated through human Will-Self, through the courage of the human to
choose. One of the problems Spirit-Self has is any humans’ lack of ability to See
through the Soul, to See with the Eyes of the Soul, to Feel with the HeartMind of
the Soul and to Touch with the Hands of the Soul.
Human aspects of ego are quick to be cerebral, to think linearly, to analyze, to
judge, to categorize. Our Creators' focus is within the Soul, this is where the True
activation of human will occurs. The human sensory cerebral mind is driven by
many desires, conditioned by many experiences and attitudes and these days
bombarded with too many thoughts and images, all focused on separation. Thus
it still becomes necessary that humans acquire the ability to sit quietly and focus,
to begin to sense that great Presence within, the tremendously subtle Presence
that is limited in its function by human non-ability to make decisions that are
based on quantum Spiritual Akashic levels.
The actions of Spirit-Self become forthcoming as humans begin to develop the
capacity to utilize Divine quantum Spiritual avenues of choice that are presented
to them, and they begin to see through the Eyes of the Soul with a sense of full
Compassion for their brothers and sisters, as well as a Compassion for, and the
Courage to connect with, all of life on this planet. The question is, with a coming
awareness of this Compassion, does humanity have the necessary Courage and
the will to choose to act with benevolence toward their brethren as well as all of
the other lifeforms on our planet?
The phenomenon of Spirit-Self is the human’s ability to see in an ideal sense, as
humanity begins to experience and learn so that their ideals shift, so the priorities
begin to order themselves. There awaits a wonderful journey for the individual to
travel with Spirit-Self, with the Wings of the Soul. Spirit-Self is ancient, it is from
before primordial time. Its quality is matchless in the universe by any personality
and it is only matched with the Creator Itself.
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Even though humanity has access to the Person of God, to the Mind of Creator
through Spirit-Self, this is not the Mind of God, the Prime Creator, First Source.
Spirit-Self is a pre-personal aspect of Prime Creator customized to indwell human
creatures. Spirit-Self responsibility is to work specifically with the human of its
Indwelling.
In human terms, the work of Spirit-Self can be perceived as Spirit-Self Will, yet in
Spiritual Reality, It is not asserting Its Will in the human HeartMind, it is revealing
the human HeartMind Consciousness to the individual It indwells. It is revealing
Soul responsibility to the human HeartMind. Once the human HeartMind begins
to realize and Truly acknowledge that it is receiving this information through the
human Will-Self, it then enables Spirit-Self to set about preparing Will-Self to
convince the human to experience Conscious HeartMind change, and thereby
Guide the human way of life through quantum Spiritual Conscious HeartMind
thinking in perfect alignment with Spirit-Self.
The time that a human has to make decisions is extremely limited from a Universe
perspective. It may seem like a lifetime to a human, however the potential to grow
here on this world is the tremendous ability to go through the lessons that bring
humans to the door of the Soul. Once a human is able to activate their HeartMind
through the Soul, then does a human begin to align Truly with the Creator Sense
of I AM Presence, Spirit-Self within.
Remember the challenging concept here is that the Creator’s Sense and the I AM
Presence is very much the same as the Sense and Presence of Ideal Self. What
distinguishes the two is how far humans have come in achieving communion and
Identity Presence with the indwelling Spirit-Self. In this sense God does not exert
an undeveloped arbitrary Will upon humans. As Our Creator is complete, so also
is Spirit-Self complete in duty, service, and in function.
The aspect of humanity which Spirit-Self brings to the Soul is also complete. It is
how each human is viewed by Spirit-Self and yet I AM Presence is able to cross a
tremendous boundary of time, of concept and of space to come to connect itself
with a human HeartMind, to take the creature qualities of that human HeartMind
and guide them to become a God knowing human. The guidance of Spirit-Self is
more akin to presenting, and definitely not imposing.
Spirit-Self is a Presence Indwelling the human HeartMind which accentuates the
Righteous human thoughts, that guide the human to connect to higher and more
complete forms of quantum Spiritual thought, whole forms of thinking within a
higher level of energy in dimensional interconnected family framework. Time and
again does Spirit-Self experience time within human animal creatures intent only
on self-serving motives, and within entities full of hatred and greed, as well as
within confused egoic minds which lack the conviction and courage to act upon
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their thoughts, to take a chance, to believe in themselves. Unfortunately these
concepts cannot be lived by just reading about them. The information which is
shared is really meant to inspire humans to go forth and take a chance, to begin
to see, to change the focus from the separated fear based ego conditioned self to
a HeartMind Consciousness of Wholeness, Oneness and Unity with all others and
to do this through the Compassion and Benevolence of a human Soul. This is so
Truly the posture of the Creator knowing human individual.
One of the factors that is important to Spirit-Self is that It is cognized in whatever
form It may be humanly perceived as. Spirit-Self is that flush of conviction, that
sense of Certainty, that Peace of HeartMind that comes from the human knowing
of Spiritual Certainty.
These are the things that I AM Presence brings to a human relationship, for I AM
speaks for all voices. It is Spirit-Self’s pleasure and desire to be ever ready to
join together with a human as we are inclined to come together in communion.
Whenever we will provide the opportunity we can be assured Spirit-Self will be
there to meet us. It is not Its’ custom to arrest our attention and to somehow stop
us in our tracks to gain access to our focus. Spirit-Self will patiently wait for our
decision to seek communion and to come together as One to the level that we are
willing and capable of, at whatever level we are, on our Soulular journey.
The most potent form of alignment is when we communicate directly with Our
Creator. In this place of alignment, there is no need of any celestial operator or
intermediary. I AM Presence, Spirit-Self is our direct channel to the Creator of all.
Spirit-Self is a Fragment of this same Creator, wholly connected and replete, yet
specialized to do the work of integrating the creature Consciousness with Divine
Consciousness until that day when through fusion, We becomes I.
Our Creator Source, enable us to manifest whatever miracles You want of us this
day. This day we will make no decisions by ourselves. From this moment forth
we give all decisions in every moment to the Will of Our Indwelling Spirit-Self, Our
I AM Presence, This means we are choosing not to decide what to do. It means
we will not judge any of the situations where we will be called upon to make
response. We will not look upon or see error. We will to create a Bridge of pure
Intention between our HeartMind Consciously with our Superconscious through
our Will-Self and thereby conduct Spiritual business continually with Spirit-Self in
every moment. Let Us Be of One HeartMind. Throughout the day we will reflect
on the kind of day You, our Spirit-Self want for us, the feelings You would that we
have, the experiences You want to take place, and the Soulular learning You will
desire that we continually experience. If we make all decisions with You Beloved
Spirit-Self, we are assured that this is the day that will be given us. We have no
other question. We do not know what to decide. We want another way to look at
this. What can we lose by asking? With Creator All Things Are Possible.
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The Key
Now we may not even yet know or believe in our Indwelling Spirit-Self, or even
believe that the I AM Presence is really us, or that I AM likewise is our brother and
our sister, and that we are all parts of Prime Creator and One with Spirit-Self, our
Prime Creator Fragment. We may not even realize that our Souls and the Souls of
our brothers and sisters are the only Real and imperishable parts of the mortal us
and are just different aspects of Creator in expression in what we call organic
nature.
Likewise, we may not realize that we and our brothers and sisters are aspects or
attributes of an Impersonal Spirit-Self Divine Nature, just as our human persona
with its mortal embodiment, HeartMind, and its’ ancillary sensory cerebral linear
intellect, is only a phase of our human nature. No, we do not realize this yet, but I
AM speaks of it Now that we may know the signs when they begin to appear in
our HeartMind Consciousness, as they surely will.
In order to recognize these signs, all that Now follows can be considered or even
carefully studied, and should not be passed by until our I AM Presence meaning,
at least to some degree, is grasped. Once we fully understand the principle that
is here set down then all of Spirit-Self’s Message will become comprehensible
and clear. It first gives us the Key that will unlock every mystery that Now keeps
the Truth of Our Spirit-Self Being hidden from us.
This Key, when we once know how to use it, will open the door to all Wisdom and
empowerment in Heaven and earth. Yes, it will open the door to the Kingdom of
Heaven, and then we have only to enter in to become consciously One with our
Indwelling I AM Presence, Spirit-Self.
This Key is, To Think is to Create, or, as we think in our HeartMind, so is it with
us. We can choose to stop and meditate on this that it may get firmly fixed in our
HeartMind Consciousness. With Creator All Things Are Possible to the level that
the creative imagination of the human Heartmind Consciousness is capable and
willing to accept and allow. A HeartMind Thinker is a cocreator. A HeartMind
Thinker lives in a world of their own cocreation. When we once learn how to feel
and Think from the creative imagination of our HeartMind Consciousness, we can
begin to cocreate at will anything we wish from Universal Substance, whether it
be a newly perceived personality, a new environment, or a new world.
Let us see if we cannot grasp some of the Truths hidden and enabled by this Key.
We have been shown how all Consciousness is One, and how it is all Creator
Consciousness, and yet is also ours and that of the animal, the plant, the stone,
and the invisible cell. In other words, All That Is.
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We have seen how this Consciousness is manifested by Spirit-Self Will, which
causes the invisible cells to unite and form the various necessary organisms for
the expression and use of the different Centers of Intelligence through which I AM
desires to express. But we cannot yet see how we can direct and control the cell
consciousness of our own embodiment, notwithstanding any other bodies, even
if we and Spirit-Self and they are all One in Interconnectedness.
By paying special attention to what follows however, we Now may be enabled to
see this. Have we ever taken the time to fully study what consciousness actually
is? How is seems to be an impersonal state of awareness, of waiting to serve or
to be directed or used by some power latent in, and intimately related to Itself?
How humans seem to be the highest type of organism containing this HeartMind
Consciousness, which is directed and used by this power within itself? That this
power latent in human HeartMind Consciousness and in all Consciousness is
simply God’s Will? For we know that all Truth is the manifestation of Creator Will.
Now we have been told that in the beginning Creator created humans in Its Image
and Likeness after which It breathed into them the Breath of Life and they thus
became living Souls. By creating humans in God’s Image and Likeness It thereby
created an organism capable of expressing All of God’s Consciousness and All of
God’s Will, which means as well, all of God’s Truth, Beauty, Intelligence and Our
Creator’s Love and Goodness. God therefore made it perfect in the beginning,
patterning it after Its’ Own Perfection.
When God breathed into the human organism Its’ Breath, It became alive with
God, for then it was that Our Creator breathed into humanity Its’ Will, not from
without, but from within, from the Kingdom of Heaven within, where always, I AM
Presence, Spirit-Self is All There Is. Ever afterward Creator Fragments Lived and
breathed and had God’s Being within humanity, for It created them in Its’ Image
and Likeness only for that purpose.
The proof of this is, humans do not and cannot breathe of themselves. Something
far greater than our conscious natural selves lives in our embodiments and really
breathes through our lungs. A mighty power within the human embodiment thus
uses the lungs, even as It uses the Heart to flow the blood containing the Life it
indrew through the lungs to every cell of the body, as It uses the human stomach
and other organs to digest and assimilate food to make blood, tissue, hair, bone,
and as it uses the brain, the tongue, the hands and feet, to think and say and do
everything that humans do.
This Love is Spirit-Self Will to Be and Live in humanity. Thereby, whatever human
is, I AM, and whatever humanity does, or we do, Spirit-Self does, and whatever we
say or think, it is Indwelling Spirit-Self Who communes it through our organism.
We were also told that when humanity was thus possessed of Creator Breath they
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were given dominion over all the kingdoms of the earth, which means we were all
made Lords of the earth, the sea, the air and the ethers, and all beings living in all
those kingdoms paid us homage and were subject to our will. All the more reason
for us to seriously consider aligning and communing with Spirit-Self in each and
every moment so we can become more effectual stewards of our environment.
This naturally was so, for I AM Presence, within human HeartMind Consciousness
and within All Consciousness, I AM is continually manifesting Creator Will and as
Indwelling Spirit-Self, the Lord and Ruler of the human organism, I AM Presence
is likewise the Lord and Ruler of all organisms in which consciousness dwells.
As all consciousness is Prime Creator Consciousness and It dwells wherever
there is Life, and as there is no substance in which there is not Life, then Prime
Creator Consciousness is in everything, in earth, water, air and fire, and therefore
must fill all space. In fact, it is space, or that which humanity calls space. It is
not empty.
Then Creator’s Will, being the power latent in all consciousness, fully reaches
everywhere. Therefore human will, which is a focalization of God’s Will, must
likewise reach everywhere, hence the consciousness of all organisms is subject
to human direction and control. All it needs is for humans Consciously to realize
this, that the Impersonal Self within the human HeartMind, Spirit-Self, constantly
is directing and using the consciousness of all organisms in every moment.
I AM is doing this by and through our free will HeartMind thinking. I AM is doing
this with and through our organism. Through this free will HeartMind thinking
and our spoken word I Am accomplishes all that humanity does, and makes them
and their world all that they are.
It makes no difference if humanity and their world are not what they suppose they
are. They are just what I AM created them to be for their highest Soulular learning.
But if I AM does all the thinking, humans do not and cannot think, I hears us say.
Yes, there seems to be a mystery, but it will be revealed to us, if we note carefully
what follows. For I AM is going to teach us, if our human allows it, How To Think.
We request and will that all of our Guides of Light and Love who are assisting us
in our evolutionary and Soulular journey to fully enhance our intention to be fully
successful. We ask for and will that we always be led by Our I AM Presence, Our
Spirit-Self in all that we undertake during our journey. We request and will that we
receive Love and extend Love in all that we do in every moment. We ask for and
will Peace, Happiness and Joy in every moment and that we be provided our daily
Sustainable sustenance from our Creator according to our needs. We ask and will
to not become overly enamored with the material world and that we remain meek,
grateful, humble and appreciative always.
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Conscious HeartMind
I AM Presence, Spirit-Self is here now, and we are of One HeartMind. For many
years of your life in time Indwelling Spirit-Self has waited for these moments
where I AM can directly commune with your Conscious HeartMind and where you
can recognize Spirit-Self’s Still Quiet Voice as We commune in the language of
the HeartMind, with the vibrations of Love, for in this HeartMind Consciousness is
the Soul Garden where we unite, where there are no walls that divide; no mask to
wear, and no expectations to fail. You are always completely open and desirous
for my words, you have entered into the temple of Our Creator, the Holy ground.
Feel now, the unconditional Love pouring over you, for there is no greater Love
than this, you are My Beloved, the One Soul I have chosen, the One who will scale
the universes with your Spark of Light after fusion together as One. Stay still for a
moment, open your HeartMind and feel these vibrations course through you.
Tears begin to well into your eyes as you experience these Divine vibrations of
Spirit-Self Love, for what you feel is beyond words, your whole world disappears
and there is only this moment here and Now, together as One. This is where I will
strengthen you to weather the storms of material life because each time you call
me, you understand more about eternal union and that nothing in this world can
bring harm to you. You are loved Divinely, your Soul is safely sealed in the Light
Of your Indwelling I AM Presence, Spirit-Self, and you Know from this moment
forth you will never be alone, forever. If only more of your brethren would find
this Sacred place within their HeartMinds, there would be no harm to give anyone,
only Love, Peace and Compassionate Forgiveness. How could it be otherwise,
for in this moment of communion with Your I AM Presence you are complete and
in need of nothing. Think deeply about this feeling of Wholeness, Oneness, Unity
and the Harmony of your Celestial Family and what it means as you become a
citizen of the Universe.
There are so many on this planet that will never share in these tender moments of
Oneness with their Indwelling Spirit-Self, yet I tell you each one is capable if only
the full awareness in every moment of the human aspects of separation fear
based conditioning by you humans would allow it and awaken you from unbelief.
Each one on this world feels the yearning of completeness, yet in frustration and
desperation do they seek for the material consolation or the insatiable hunger of
ego gratification that will never satisfy the Divine Love yearning of the Soul. Only
after great trial and tribulation where all material consolations have been removed
do some awaken to the Wholeness and realization of completeness within. There
is no need to suffer, for your wholeness is complete and you are fully reminded of
this each time you break from the distractions of doing and come into a Holiness
of Being.
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Our Inner Guide
This is a request from all of us students on the Spiritual Path from our Inner
Guide. This Fragment of Our Creator, which lives and tirelessly leads us through
our HeartMind Consciousness, moment by moment, all of the days of our lives,
wants us to realize and become aware of Its Spirit-Self, I AM Presence within us,
to Know Our Creator within personally, to call to Spirit-Self by name, a name that
is the highest concept of Love that we can even formulate in our HeartMind and
begin to call upon this Divine I AM Presence daily, hourly and in the moments
when we are without distraction, to share our thoughts, feelings and deepest
desires, for Spirit-Self is with us and is our direct connection with First Source
and Center of All Creation, and Spirit-Self is our reason for Being.
The time has come to step up and awaken fully to the infinite resource of Love,
Light, Grace, Truth, Beauty and Goodness that resides within each and every
human creature’s Heart Center. Spirit-Self desires for us to have ongoing Real
Conscious Communion and Relationship and it is only through the sincere desire
by us to want this connection that Spirit-Self can begin to commune with our
Conscious HeartMind where we will feel Our Creator’s I AM Presence, experience
the Loving Guidance, and feel Our Creator’s unconditional Love for us. Spirit-Self
wants to Guide us intimately to Know the Will of Our Creator, and to become fully
Conscious of our eternal place in Paradise as Children of the Most High Source of
Creation.
Spirit-Self wants us to make the distinction between the illusions of this material
world and have the awareness of the Realities and the greater Eternal Values of
what it means to be a Universe Citizen as part of a Loving Celestial Family. Our
Spirit-Self desires for us to allow ourselves to move into the Stillness and into
Divine Communion with Our Creator that we may be guided, taught and led into
the Joy of everlasting Bliss, the unconditional Love of Our Creator for Its Child.
We are so very much Loved, Our Creator bestows this ineffable Gift of Love to be
like a Beacon of Light to Guide us back Home to the Source of Our Being where
we will stand in the Glory of the Creator of All Light on Paradise. Spirit-Self wants
us to feel and experience this gravity, called Perfection Hunger, that inexorably
draws us to Our Source, to Know, to Love and to Have All that can be given to
One so precious, so Loved and so eternally Worthy that we most assuredly are as
Beloved Children of Our Creator.
We can Now greet Spirit-Self, for our Beloved Indwelling I AM Presence is always
waiting our willingness and greeting to share All with our Divine Fusion Mate. We
can choose to make Now the Moment of all Divine Anniversaries, the Moment we
say hello Consciously to Our Beloved One. We will remember this Now through
all of eternity, the Moment we reached Within to touch the Glory ingrained in our
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HeartMind Center, the Moment we Consciously began our eternal relationship
with Our Inner Guide, to lead us to eternal adventures as Sacred Keeper of True
and everlasting Unconditional Love. Come Now into the Joy of the Spirit-Self
embrace.
I AM and forever will be with us, for all time and eternity. All that we are, all that
we do, all that we have seen and all we experienced has come about under I AM
Guidance and Direction, even those things that we believed were hidden from
everyone or were in secret between Souls. All has I AM allowed for our Soulular
growth. We are the vessel and the Temple for I AM exploration and experience
into Spirit-Self Creation, we are Its’ Precious Child. Spirit-Self desires us to be
Perfect as I AM is Perfect. This, is the key to all the mysteries of eternity and
infinity for there is absolutely no darkness or imperfection in Creator I AM. How
then could there be any in us?
I AM has Now revealed to us in the Stillness and Quietude of our meditations the
Wills of I AM. There is only Spirit-Self Will. What we refer to as our will is simply
our free will to resist Creator’s Will for our experiential Soulular learning while on
the material plane of existence. This creates the illusion of self will and along with
this illusion comes all manner of human challenges. Spirit-Self allows all of this
free will resistance so that we may learn from these experiences and grow to
become the perfect creature that Our Creator called by our own free will choice.
What we call free will is our ability to choose, yet it is Spirit-Self Will that allows
this choice.
We have requested with a sincere HeartMind for the Keys to the I AM Universal
Kingdom and so will Spirit-Self reveal to us with meted restraint, that portion
which is for our Highest Soulular Good at this time in our development. Because
there is only Creator’s Will, our Soulular journey is to begin to learn the difference
between what is aligned with Universal Truth and what is not. I AM that We Are.
Our Creator, in Its Perfect Will, would never allow Its vessel to be invaded or in
any way corrupted, nor would It allow darkness to seek refuge in Its’ Temple. We
have only to learn that there is only Universal Will. All else is miscreated human
creature illusion. Therefore, we are requested to take up this mantra. I will that
Your Will Be Done. We can choose to repeat this in HeartMind Consciousness
and through affirmation until there is no fear and no resistance. We can command
from the Lord God of our Being, the Christus I AM to come forth Spirit-Self I AM
Presence with boldness and confidence until it is mastered with a commanding
demeanor. At every decision we have agreed to since we have chosen to give
Spirit-Self our will, we can choose to make these quantum commands.
As we believe these words and thoughtforms, so will we be uplifted and our
vessel cleansed. The timbre of our Soul will tone Higher and Higher until there
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is no further resistance to Universal Will. As we believe, also will we develop the
necessary Faith and Trust in our I AM Presence, Spirit-Self, that is required for
our growth and perfection attainment, and so will I AM guide and direct our feet
toward the path of highest Soulular attainment, yet it remains fully our choice to
walk this Enlightened Path or to continue in the human illusion of self will. The
new HeartMind Consciousness which Spirit-Self has promised, requires ongoing
complete and absolute surrender to Universal Will. I will that Your Will Be Done.
As we rise each morning and when we retire each night, we will that Your Will Be
Done. In all our ways and in every breath, we will that Your Will Be Done. As we
may encounter immaturity in our brethren who are steeped in the illusion of self
will, take no offense, we will that Your Will Be Done. As we experience suffering
of the world and feel Love, Compassion and Empathy for their need, we will that
Your Will Be Done. If darkness knocks at our door, ask who am I in the presence
of this and we will that Your Will Be Done. Resist it not, we will that Your Will Be
Done. Love is the Essence of Creator’s Will, become it, and actually become
astonished by the workings of Universal Will in Oneness, Wholeness and Unity.
An impulse toward progress is being orchestrated from On High. A vast number
of Creator Fragments with great experience have come forth to serve the human
beings of our world and there are many more on the waiting list. Unprecedented
numbers of Celestial Teachers are volunteering to assist in enabling us. Heaven
is indeed pouring down to earth and the impulse of this Spiritual Conversion is
evident. This is the Will of Our Creator.
Thus, the fact that we have been born in this era is not a coincidence. If the I AM
Indwelling Creator Fragments can preview the entire life of a human before its
birth, is it then not possible that the Creator may have reserved some particular
personalities to come forth at the right moment? None of us is here by chance.
We are precisely where our Creator in Its’ infinite wisdom deemed just the right
place for us to be. It is up to every one of us to find our purpose and play our
role, do the job, for which we have been prepared. Each one of us can do this by
the discipline of stillness meditation and listening to what Spirit-Self may want us
to realize, to then follow Its’ Divine Guidance to do Its’ Will. It is that simple.
We will discover that nowhere else will our Soul feel more satisfied or be more
successful than by doing the task for which our Indwelling I AM Presence has
prepared us, and in doing so, accept the function that Spirit-Self desires for us to
perform through our Indwelling I AM Presence. The purpose of our human life is
to achieve Spiritual growth, but the way in which this path is traveled is always an
individual and personal journey, a shared enterprise between each person and
their Divine Presence. We can find our place in the world and give the best of
our being. The results of the union of humanness and Divinity will reach well
beyond time and will produce the changes this world needs.
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Thinking And Creating
Our Creator Source has said that we humans do not really think, that it is Divine
Spirit-Self within us, Who does our thinking. God has also said humans think
they think. As this is a contradiction, at least it seems to be, Our Indwelling I AM
Presence, Spirit-Self thereby will show us that we humans ordinarily, do not
think, any more than we do anything else we believe we do.
As Our Indwelling Spirit-Self says, I within you, do all that you do, and necessarily
do it through your organism, through your personality, your embodiment, Soul
and HeartMind Consciousness. We can choose to allow Our Creator Fragment to
point out how this can be. First, attempt to fully realize that we are created in Our
Prime Creator’s Image and Likeness and that I AM has Its’ Being within us. Even
if we do not know this Now and believe that Spirit-Self, is somewhere without and
that We are separated, we can choose to make an attempt for the time being to
imagine an Indwelling Spirit-Self I AM Presence is within us.
Then, realize that which we do when we think is not Real thinking, because it is
not conscious thinking, for we are unconscious of Spirit-Self, the Inspirer and
Director of every idea and thought that enters our split mind. Next, realize that
because I AM is actually within us, and we are Creator’s Image and Likeness, and
therefore possess all of Creator’s Faculties, we have the inherent capacity of True
thinking, but not being conscious that thinking is creating and that it is one of
Our Creator’s Divine Powers we are using, we have indeed all our lives been
thinking, but it has mostly been miscreation or what we might call human aspects
of egoistic separation fear-based conditioning, or illusory error.
And this error thinking, this not knowing it is Creator’s Power we have actually
miscreated with, has been separating us in consciousness farther and farther
from Spirit-Self, but still, all the time fulfilling God’s Purpose, which is developing
our discernment capability that our human aspects of egoic thought are always
leading us astray. The proof of this is, through this egoic thought, we believe we
are separated from God, that we are living in a material World, and that our body
of flesh engenders and harbors pleasure and pain, and also that an evil influence
called the devil or sin, is manifesting in the world opposing Creator’s Will.
Yes, we think all these things are so. They are, to us, for all things are to human
mortal consciousness what we think or believe we are. Spirit-Self has likewise
caused them to appear to us to be what our human aspects of egoic fear-based
conditioning perceive them to be through our sensory cerebral split mind. This is
also to suit Spirit-Self Purpose, in accordance with our Soulular Ascension Plan
and to fulfill the Law of Creating. Let us follow these threads to see if this is True.
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If we believe a thing is so, is not that thing really so to us? Is it not true that if a
thing seems real to us, like some so-called sin or evil, some sorrow, trouble or
worry, it seems real only because our thinking and believing make it such? Many
others might see that thing entirely differently and might think our view of it is
foolish. If this is true then our body, personality, character, environment and our
world, are what they appear to be to us, because we have allowed ourselves to
think them into their present status. Therefore we can change them by the same
process, if they do not please us, we can make them whatever we will, by thinking
and believing them so. But how can we do Real Thinking, Conscious HeartMind
Thinking, so as to bring about this change? First know that Spirit-Self, purposely
brought to our attention all these things which are Now displeasing and which are
causing us to think of them as being what they Now seem to be to us.
Our Indwelling I AM Presence, Spirit-Self is thus preparing our human HeartMind
so that, when we turn within to Spirit-Self in abiding Faith and Trust, Creator can
enable us to see and bring into outer manifestation the Reality of these things
which Now seem unsatisfactory. For Spirit-Self brings to us everything that, by
its outer seeming, can attract or lure our human aspects of egoically conditioned
fear based miscreative thought, onward in its material search in order to teach us
of the illusory egoic aspects of all outer appearance of material things to a human
sensory cerebral egoic mind thought system, and of the fallibility of all human
ego understanding so that we will turn finally within to the Wisdom of Spirit-Self’s
Still Small Voice, as our One and Only Interpreter and Guide through HeartMind
Consciousness.
When we have turned thus within to Spirit-Self, our HeartMind eyes will become
opened and cause us to see that the only way we can ever bring about this vital
and very necessary change in thinking, is by first changing our attitude toward all
these things we Now think are not what they ought to be. That is, if they are really
obnoxious or unsatisfactory to us, and affect us so as to cause us discomfort of
body or disturbance of HeartMind, we can choose to change our dark thoughts
immediately to stop thinking and believing that they can so disturb or affect us.
For who is the master? Our body, our egoic thoughtforms, or our HeartMind in
actual constant ongoing communion with Spirit-Self, our I AM Presence within?
Then why not begin to exemplify that we are master of our own choices, by Now
thinking the True cocreative thoughts that are aligned with Spirit-Self, I AM of us
within? What do we have to lose? It is only by our thinking these other things,
by allowing inharmonious thoughts to enter our sensory cerebral ego mind rather
than our HeartMind Consciousness, and by so doing thereby give them the power
to affect or disturb us, so that they have any such influence over us.
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When we stop thinking into egoic thoughts this power, and begin turn within to
Spirit-Self to direct our way of thinking, egoic miscreative thoughts will at once
disappear from HeartMind Consciousness, and dissolve into the nothingness
from which we created them through our egoistic thinking.
When we become willing to do this, then and then only are we ready to receive
Truth, and, by righteous conscious thinking directed by Spirit-Self, to create the
True and permanent cocreations I AM Within wishes us to manifest. Then, when
we can thus distinguish the True from the false, the Real from the illusory, our
conscious thinking will be as potent to cocreate all things we desire in alignment
with Creator’s Truth, as has been our unconscious egoistic thinking in the past in
miscreating those things we once thought we desired and Now find obnoxious.
For it was by our unconscious thinking, or thinking unconscious of the control
our egoic material desires exercised over our creative power, that our world and
our lives are Now what we sometime in the past desired them to be. Are we able
and willing to study and analyze the process of the working of our HeartMind and
sensory cerebral linear mind when a new idea fertile with possibilities appears?
Have we noticed the relation that desire bears to such an idea, and how through
feeling and thinking, that Idea is finally brought to actual fruition? Let us begin to
look at this relation and process.
There is always first the Idea, not considering at this moment the necessity or
occasion for Its’ appearance. It matters not from where or when the Idea comes,
from within or without, for it is always Spirit-Self Who inspires it or causes it to
impress our consciousness at the particular moment it does. Then, just to the
extent that we grow quiet and focus our attention upon that Idea within our open
HeartMind, stilling all the activities of our sensory cerebral ego conditioned mind
and eliminating all other ideas and thoughts from our consciousness, so this Idea
can have full sway, thereby does Spirit-Self illumine our HeartMind and cause to
unfold before our Conscious gaze the various phases and possibilities contained
within that Idea.
This takes place, however, up to this point, without volition on our part, other
than willingly focusing and concentrating our attention upon the Idea. Once Our
Spirit-Self has given our HeartMind Consciousness a view of Its possibilities, and
has enlisted our interest, then does our human personality take up its task, for as
Spirit-Self created and inspired the Idea in our HeartMind, so did Spirit-Self cause
that Idea to fructify therein and give birth to desire, in order to bring into outer
manifestation all the possibilities of the Idea, desire thereby becoming the mortal
agent of Creator’s Will and supplying the motive Power, just as the Will-Self of the
human personality is the mortal instrument used to confine and focus that Power.
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Yes, all Ideas and all desires come thus from Spirit-Self. They are God’s Ideas and
Desires which Spirit-Self inspires in our HeartMind in order to bring them through
us into outer manifestation. We have no Ideas that are not aligned with Creator’s
Will and we could not possibly have a True Desire that came from other than Our
Spirit-Self, for Our I AM Presence is Truly All There Is. Therefore all Desires are
Good, and when this is absolutely understood, they come into speedy and fully
complete cocreative fulfillment. We may wrongly interpret Spirit-Self Desires and
Urges from within, and seek to use them for our egoic own self-centered purpose,
but even while permitting this, they still fulfill God’s Divine Purpose. For it is only
by allowing us to misuse Creator’s Gifts and actually experience the miscreated
results of suffering such misuse and abuse brings, that Spirit-Self can lead us
into the selfless channel Our Creator requires for the perfect expression of Truth.
We have then, first the Idea in the HeartMind Consciousness, then the Will-Self
Desire to bring the Idea into outer manifestation. So much for the relation. Now
for the process of realization. In accordance with the definiteness with which the
picture of the Idea is held in the HeartMind consciousness, as well as the extent
to which the Idea possesses the personality through the Will-Self, does its actual
creative Power, impelled by Desire, proceed with its cocreation, by compelling
HeartMind to imagine, or image in, while the sensory cerebral brain thinks this
through in actual complement to the HeartMind, or in other words, to build the
mental forms into which Spirit-Self can pour, as into a vacuum or an empty cup,
an Impersonal, elemental, vital Universal Substance of the Idea.
When the Word is spoken either silently or audibly, consciously or unconsciously
this Substance at once begins to materialize Itself, first by directing or controlling
the Consciousness and all the activities of both HeartMind and embodiment, and
of all HeartMinds and all bodies connected with, or related to the Idea, for we can
remember, all Consciousness, and all HeartMinds and all bodies are Creator’s, so
they are not separated, but are One and Wholly Impersonal, and then so shaping,
molding, attracting and directing conditions, aspects and events that, sooner or
later, the Idea actually comes forth into definite tangible manifestation.
So it is that every aspect, condition, or event that ever transpired was first an Idea
in the HeartMind Consciousness. It was by desiring, by thinking, and by finally
speaking forth the Word, that these ideas came into visible manifestation. We
can ruminate on this and prove it for ourselves. This we can do, if we will, by our
taking any idea that comes and following it out through the above process to full
realization, or by tracing back any feat we have accomplished, or any picture we
have painted, any machine we have invented, or any particular event or condition
Now existing, to the Idea from which it sprang. This is the plan and process of all
True thinking, and therefore of all creation.
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Listen! We have Now and always have had, through this power of thinking, the
dominion over all the kingdoms of the earth, if we only accept it and know it. We
have Now, this moment only to think and Speak The Word, thereby realizing our
capability, and Spirit-Self, our Omniscient, Omnipresent, Omnipotent Indwelling
I AM Presence, Spirit-Self will bring about the results, and the consciousness of
the invisible cells of all matter upon which our Will and attention become focused
on, and the Universal Substance of Creator Consciousness, begins immediately
to obey and do exactly according to the image and plans we have prepared by
our HeartMind Consciousness with Spirit-Self Guidance and communion.
For all cocreations are made by the Word, and without the Word was not anything
made that was Truly cocreated. When we can once realize this and can Know the
I AM Presence Guided HeartMind Consciousness within us is One with connected
Consciousness of all animate and inanimate matter, and that Its Will is One with
Our Will, which is Creator’s Will, and that all Our Desires are God’s Desires, then
will we begin to Know and Feel Spirit-Self Within, and will acknowledge the Truth
and Glory of God’s Idea, which is eternally expressing Itself Impersonally through
us.
But it is first wholly necessary that we learn How to Truly think, how to recognize
the difference between our thoughts that are directed by Spirit-Self, distinguished
from the human ego thoughts of separation and then how to trace these thoughts
back to their source and to banish egoic fear-based thoughts at will in a moment
from our HeartMind and sensory cerebral mind Consciousness, And finally, how
to control and utilize our desires so that they will always serve us, instead of us
being disempowered and imprisoned by our human aspects of ego conditioning.
We have within us all possibilities. For Spirit-Self is always there in each moment.
Creator’s Idea must express and It must express through us. It will express Itself
perfectly, if we are willing and capable of allowing It, by stilling our human egoic
aspects of fear-based separation conditioning through our sensory cerebral mind
and putting aside all ego ideas, beliefs and opinions so as to allow Spirit-Self to
flow forth from our HeartMind Consciousness. We can open within HeartMind to
Spirit-Self in every moment, and allow I AM to direct our thinking and desires, let
Spirit-Self express whatever I AM Wills and we, through our absolute Faith and
Trust, fully accepting and doing what Spirit-Self desires us to do selflessly and
impersonally. Only then will our desires achieve cocreative fruition, our life will
become one grand harmony, our world, an actual Heaven, and our HeartMind
Consciousness, One with Spirit-Self.
When we have begun to realize this and have glimpsed somewhat of its inner
meaning, then we will be ready to grasp the Real import of what follows.
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We are Now speaking about a subject that is well-known only among the very
few. It is the indwelling of all normal-minded humans by A Spark from God, the
Light that Lights every human born on this particular planet which is only one of
many human populated planets in Creation. Their human creatures may be very
different in appearance but they also have a potentially immortal Soul, depending
on how they choose to lead their lives and whether they choose immortality in the
afterlife. All are chosen, but few choose to listen on this particular planet, yet this
is not necessarily so on other planets. In fact, many wish that they had been born
here, because we are inhabited by a personal Fragment of Universal Creator.
The point here is to bring this indisputable fact more into the thought stream of
humanity. And the reason why? The simple reason is that upon completion of
Christ Michael’s, Jesus Christ Mission, the time had come to take up the duties of
His and Mother Spirit’s universe, this time not only as an existential Son of God,
but also now in full experiential capacity as Sovereign of this Universe.
The 18th day of May on our calendar is the official date when He made His Divine
ascension within His own Power. A few days later the promised Helper arrived in
the form of the Spirit of Truth. From that time onward, the Universal Creator also
gifted each human on this planet with their individual Sparks of Light. We may be
more familiar with the term Indwelling I AM Presence, Spirit-Self.
Ultimately, what It is called does not matter. What does matter is that we humans
learn to listen to our own individual Sparks of Light, which is really not all that
difficult, if we would only choose to open our end of the communion receptivity
through our HeartMind Consciousness so we can enjoy individual Guidance on
our Soulular learning sojourn throughout our lives.
The point I AM, Spirit-Self also desires to make is that there will then be no more
reason to feel alone, because we have our own Partner within our open HeartMind
Center who will enable us to cocreate a Soulular learning life experience upon
which, we will in eternity look back on with Gratitude, Joy and Happiness.
We humans always wonder where this Spark would be residing. Actually like Our
Creator this Spark is everywhere. Now I AM will also divulge, that whenever we
sit in stillness meditation we can visualize a purple flame within our HeartMind
Center and consider it our Soulular Garden where we can constantly be in a Holy
State of Being. It is also a place where we can glorify our Indwelling Spirit-Self,
our I AM Presence. Spirit-Self is the Sustainer and Fusion Mate of our evolving
Soul. The Purple Flame will increase in Brightness according to how much it is
being used. This then becomes a Divine ongoing continual enhancement of our
Spiritual development and our Soulular Ascension.
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The Word
We will Now take the Key and demonstrate to ourselves how the process and the
Plan just described is the one by which the world came into existence, how the
earth and all that is in it and on it, including ourselves and our brothers, sisters,
and all other lifeforms are really the outer manifestations of an Idea. Creator’s
Idea, which is Now being thought into absolute life expression. I the Creator, AM
the Original Thinker, the One and Only Thinker. First know that.
As previously stated, humans do not think. It is I Who think through their actual
organisms simply because human creatures’ minds and intellects have not yet
reached the capability of cognizing quantum Spirituality. We humans believe we
think, but before we have awakened to a True realization of Spirit-Self within, we
really only take the thoughts our Indwelling I AM Presence, Spirit-Self attracts to,
or inspires within, our HeartMind Consciousness, and we humans, mistaking the
Real Meaning and Purpose, project a personal egoic construct upon them and,
and then through the self-absorbed desires thus aroused, miscreate for ourselves
the human aspects of challenges and suffering, and bring upon ourselves all our
egoic woes.
These apparent miscreations, mistakes, misconstructions and interferences out
of fear based egoic separation conditioning are in reality only the obstacles in our
way to be overcome, that we may through the persistent finding of a relationship
that is positive and viable with these seeming challenges, develop a HeartMind
and body that is strong and clean and capable enough experientially to express
perfectly and fully consciously, this Idea of I AM in cocreation eternally advancing
within our Souls.
We humans then, are the only organism I AM thereby preparing through which to
manifest the perfection of Creator’s Idea. We provide the personality, with our
body, HeartMind and intellect, through which I AM can express this Idea perfectly,
with the egoic sensory cerebral physical brain through which I AM can think and
speak Ideas through the HeartMind Consciousness which it eventually becomes
complementary and ancillary to, and then into physical manifestation as viable
cocreation in alignment with Universal Truth.
I AM Presence, Spirit-Self suggests in the human HeartMind and sensory cerebral
brain an Idea, any Idea. That Idea would grow, mature and speedily ripen to fully
emerge into complete cocreation of outer fruition or manifestation if we humans
would just allow it, if we would give our split sensory cerebral intellect, or brain,
and our HeartMind wholly and completely over to Spirit-Self and allow I AM to
come forth as the Impersonal fulfillment of that Idea.
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Life feels so good when we connect up with I AM Presence, Spirit-Self within a
meditation and communion that allows the cares of the world to drift away. How
we desire to stay in that blissful state of HeartMind when everything feels so right
and there is nothing but a very deep gratefulness toward the Spirit-Self, I AM of
our very being, that inner Voice which is always available to each and every one
on this planet. It is a sign of a deep-felt gratitude when we give God our Heartfelt
Gratitude for having been so gifted to have received a personal Spark from our
Creator, which in every moment is available to us.
Most important is that all of us mortals can avail ourselves of our own Spirit-Self,
the pre-personal Gifts that were given to us in early childhood by a most Loving
Creator Who desires to have an intimate relationship with all Its’ evolving and
thinking creatures, whom It calls Its’ children. How wonderful it is for Our Creator
to receive a sign of appreciation in return from Its’ Children. It is a Divine mutual
Opportunity, and this relationship between Our Creator and us is never coerced,
it just happens, but the mutual Love for each other is ineffable.
This is exactly what Jesus came to teach about the Fatherhood of God and the
Brotherhood of Man. He taught by example, asking always what His Father’s Will
was, and in doing so, He was able to do what He did, allowing all the days of His
life and ministry to unfold according to His Father’s Will. However, the generosity
of Creator is boundless as It allows we humans to choose our own will. Creator
never coerces we humans to do Its’ Will, for this needs to be willingly and freely
given by us as a Gift back to the Creator of All.
And this is the great debate, that Jesus did not have to die on the cross, but He
assuredly let the will of the people prevail so great was His Love for His Children.
Jesus had simply come to the end of his ministry. He had spread the Good News
of His Father’s unconditional Love to Jew and gentile alike. The time had come
for Him to take up His duties as Ruler of this Universe once more, since He had
completed His training as a Master Son, which is required of every Creator Son,
to become experiential through experiencing the life of the creatures of His own
making.
It is given to we humans, to attain the highest possible state in Eternity, if we will
accept the call of our Spirit-Self within. The call of becoming perfect like Creator
is perfect, has been going out ever since Christ Michael again took up His rightful
place at the headquarters of His glorious universe. He has sent the promised
Helper, the Spirit of Truth, Our Creator sends Its’ Spirit Sparks and Mother Spirit
sends Her Comforter to Indwell each normal thinking human. Thereby it has also
become entirely possible to attain a blissful State of Being by simply willing to do
the Will of Our Creator.
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I AM Presence thereby Now plants in our brain mind and HeartMind an Idea. May
It grow, mature and ripen into the glorious harvest of Wisdom which is awaiting
us, if we allow Spirit-Self to direct Its growth and expression through our Will-Self
HeartMind Consciousness.
In one of Creator’s other Revelations, called the Bible, we are told much about
The Word, but very few, even the most learned Bible students, comprehend the
meaning. We are told that In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with
God, and the Word was God. The same was in the beginning with God. All things
were created by God, by the Word, and without Him, the Word, was not anything
made that was made.
We will learn herein how Creator’s Word was in the beginning, how it was with It,
I AM Presence, and how it was Prime Creator, I AM, how all things were created
by I AM and by Creator’s Word, and that without I AM and Creator’s Word was
nothing made that Now exists. Now, a word, to the human understanding, is a
symbol of an Idea, that is, it stands for, embodies, and represents an Idea.
We are a Word, a symbol of an Idea, if we can see it. So is a diamond, a violet, a
horse. When we can discern the idea behind the symbol, then we know the Soul
or the Reality of the manifestation appearing as a human, a diamond, horse, or
violet.
Hence, a word, as used in the above quotation means an Idea, an Idea latent and
unmanifest however, waiting to be expressed, or thought and spoken forth, in
some form or another. The Word that was in the beginning and that was with
Prime Creator was then not only an Idea, but It was Creator’s Idea of I AM In full
Expression in a new state or condition, which we call mortal physical earth life.
This Idea was I AM, Creator, because it was part of Creator, being as yet latent
and unmanifest within Creator, for It was of the substance and essence of I AM
Being, which is Itself an Idea, the One Idea that was Original.
All that was made was made by Creator by the vitalized action of this, I AM Idea,
being thought and spoken into expression, and nothing has been or ever can be
expressed in earth life without having Creator’s Idea as the primary fundamental
cause and principle of Its being. This, Creator’s Idea, therefore is Now in actual
process of unfoldment or of being thought into outer expression, some call it
evolution, just as is the flower when the bud puts forth from the stalk and finally
opens into the blossom, obeying the urge to express Creator’s Idea hidden within
its Soul.
Just so will I AM develop and unfold all Creator’s mediums of expression, which
will finally, unitedly and completely picture forth Creator’s Idea from out of their
Souls, in all the Glory of Its perfection.
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At present these mediums are of such nature that they require many languages of
many types, from the simplest to the most complex, composed of almost an
infinite number of Words, to express Our Creator’s Idea.
But when I AM will have completely thought out Creator’s Idea, or will have fully
perfected Creator’s many mediums of expression, then will Creator’s Idea shine
forth in every Word, each, in fact, being a perfect part or phase of Creator’s Idea,
all so chosen and arranged that they will really be as One Word, radiating all the
sublime significance of I AM Meaning. Then will all languages have melded and
merged into one language, and all Words into One Word, for all mediums will
have become flesh, and all flesh will have become One flesh, the Now perfected
medium for the complete expression in One Word of Creator’s Idea, I AM Self.
Then will I AM Self, Now capable of being expressed by these perfected Words,
shine through Its medium of expression, through the personalities, their bodies,
HeartMinds and intellects, and the Word will have become flesh, or will Be the
flesh. This means that all Words, through the regenerative power of Creator’s
Idea within, will have evolved through the flesh, transmuting and Spiritualizing it
and making it so transparent and pure that the personality will have nothing more
of earth nature left in it to hinder Impersonal expression, enabling I AM, Spirit-Self
thereby to shine forth perfectly and become fully manifest, thus amalgamating
once more all Words and all flesh into One Word, The Word, which was in the
beginning, and which then will Shine through all created flesh as A Son Of Glory,
The Christ Of God. This is the Plan and Purpose of I AM Creation and of all
manifested forms of Idea. A glimpse of the process of I AM Creation, or of I AM
Thinking Creator’s Idea of I Am Self into Earth expression, will be given in what
follows.
I AM Presence, Spirit-Self is with us not only with Its’ Presence, but also by giving
us guidance in this convoluted human life of ours on this planet. We have been
worried about many varied aspects of our life so as to make us often uneasy. I
AM is cognizant of our efforts to unify our daily living according to the Will of Our
Creator, although without much overall success so far. Indeed, certain aspects of
our past experiences and their connection or impact in our current lives are not
easy to unify. However, with Spirit-Self’s enabling assistance and guidance we
may improve ourselves to a certain extent and finish our unification on Mansonia.
Therefore, in our pondering about this we can consider the possibility that we can
also choose to detach ourselves from certain situations we are now involved in
so we can clear the way for more positive decisions and measures. Some human
situations must be left alone, they only burden us with more anxiety. We can also
choose to accept that which we cannot change, and align ourself with the course
of the Divine energies in the Universe around us. Do what is possible for us and
also wisely embrace those forces that we cannot control. Yes, I AM is always with
us. However, the important question is, Are we with Spirit-Self in every moment?
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Divine Appointment
We have been told that the Earth and all forms belonging to Her are simply the
outer manifestations of Creator’s Idea, which is Now in the process of being
thought into perfect expression. We have been shown that Creator’s Idea is
responsible for all created forms, and that It is both the Cause and the Reason for
all material manifestations, ourselves and our brothers and sisters included, all of
whom are thought into existence by I AM, the One Original Thinker and Prime
Creator.
We will Now trace the course of that Idea from the beginning, through Its various
stages of Earth expression, as well as the process of Creator’s Thinking that Idea
into Its present state of manifestation. If we will note carefully all that follows, and
will allow I AM Presence, Spirit-Self within, to direct all of our meditations upon
Its inner meaning, we will be shown not only how to create by thinking anything
whatsoever we choose to cocreate, but how we came into Being and into our Now
present state of manifestation.
In the beginning, at the dawn of a new Cosmic Day, when World consciousness
was just awakening and the stillness of Cosmic Night yet prevailed, Creator, The
Thinker, conceived Its Idea. This Creator Idea of I AM Self was in manifestation in
a new condition, called earth expression, which Creator saw completely pictured
in the mirror of Its Omniscient Mind. In this mirror Creator saw the Real Earth as
shining forth brilliantly in the Cosmos, a perfect Sphere, where all the Infinite I AM
phases, attributes and powers of Creator’s Divine Nature were finding perfect and
full expression through the medium of Angels of Light, Living Messengers of I AM
Will, Creator’s Word in the Flesh even as It is in the Celestial World of the Eternal.
Creator saw I AM Self manifesting outwardly as Nature, and Creator’s Life as the
vivifying and evolving Principle back of all Manifestation. Creator saw Love, the
Divine Creative Power, as the animating and vitalizing Force behind all Life, and
Creator’s Desire to give perfect expression to that Love as the Potential and Real
Cause and Reason of the birth of Creator’s Idea. All this I AM saw mirrored in Its’
All-seeing and All-knowing Mind which could see and reflect only the True Soul of
things or their Reality. Therefore this that Creator saw pictured in Its’ Mind was
the Real Earth, in fact, its beginning, its conception into Cosmic Being.
Now, Creator Consciousness is the inner essence of all Space and all Life. It is
the Real Substance of Creator’s All-comprehending and All-including Mind, that
Whose informing and vitalizing Center is everywhere and Its circumference and
limit nowhere. Within the realm of Creator’s Mind alone It lives and moves and
has Its’ Being. It both contains and fills all things, and Its’ every vibration and
manifestation is actually the expression of some phase of Our Creator’s Being.
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Remember that when we enter the Silence within our HeartMind, we are entering
our Holy of Holies, the area where we earnestly prepare to commune with I AM
Presence, Spirit-Self the Spark from God awaiting our complete companionship
and WholeHearted communion. Our focusing still leaves a lot to be desired, but
our earnest perseverance for each day seeking for I AM Presence within is for
Spirit-Self a most welcome sign and proof of our dedication and willingness.
The most secret reason as yet unknown to us is the state of our Soul, which Truly
hungers to feel Spirit-Self’s Loving nearness in every moment. Sincerely do the
Will of Our Creator, the Almighty Being whose creative offspring we are. It allows
us to evolve in time and space by our own free will decisions. To do this, It gave
us the Gift of Life with sacrosanct free will choice and none in Creation will ever
interfere with it.
However, with this precious Gift comes responsibility, for we will be called to give
an accounting once this mortal estate has ended so we can translate to Spiritual
levels ever increasingly in our eternal learning sojourn. I AM Presence, Spirit-Self
well knows that there are mortals who do think that one short life in the flesh is all
there is. This thinking is simply a product of egoic fear. We are meant to be more
fully concerned about the state of our infant Souls. Are our immortal Souls being
nurtured to throughout our fundamental life here on this wonderful planet?
All of us are meant to be caretakers responsible for our actions and learning our
Soulular lessons. We can choose to discern how we can nurture and evolve our
infant Souls, so we have something worthwhile to bring with us to the next stage
of our eternal existence.
Life can be so tranquil and beautiful when adhered to by expressing the golden
rule in our lives, by doing unto others, as we would like to be respected just the
way we are. The one way to do this is to accept all others as equal, by walking
our earth in Faith and Trust in the Almighty Creator. Life can be so beautiful, but
it is humanity ourselves that have made it extremely difficult for us all by plainly
forgetting Whose offspring we are.
Now is the time to seriously give our immortal Souls some thought. This is very
necessary if we decide to carry on to the next level of ongoing existence. And
this is always our free will choice, but what an opportunity Our Creator is actually
giving us. This is the reason for us to begin Now, in this moment to traverse our
own individual road back to Paradise. All of this time space material creation is a
tremendously fascinating school of learning for us to begin the rudimentary steps
toward the ultimate goal of perfection. We have been given a singular wondrous
opportunity to engage in communion in every moment with the Guidance of our
Indwelling I AM Presence, Spirit-Self on a magnificent adventure through all the
schools of the Multiverse.
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Being is expressing. We cannot imagine being without any expression. Thereby,
I AM, All That Is, AM expressing, constantly, continuously expressing. We ask,
expressing what? What else could I AM express, if I AM All That Is, but I AM Self?
We cannot yet see or comprehend Creator, Its’ I AM Self, but we can comprehend
when I AM Presence, Spirit-Self within inspires us with an Idea. Therefore, if I AM
All There Is, that Idea, which is direct from Creator, must be part of, or a phase of
Creator Self in Being or Expression.
Any Idea, once born within the realm of Creator’s Mind, as has been shown, fully
becomes a Reality immediately, for in the Eternality of Creator Being, Time is not.
With us, however, an Idea first creates Desire, a desire to express that Idea, then
Desire compels Thinking, Thinking causes Action, and Action produces results,
the Idea in actual outer manifestation. In Reality Creator has no Desire, for I AM
All Things, and All Things are of Creator. I AM need only to Think and Speak the
Word to produce results.
Yet that Desire we feel in us is from Creator, because it is born of Creator’s Idea,
which I AM Presence implanted in our HeartMind Consciousness only that It may
come forth in expression through us. Indeed, whatever we desire is Spirit-Self,
I AM Presence, knocking at the door of our HeartMind, announcing Our Creator’s
Purpose of actually manifesting Creator Self in us and through us in the unique
form indicated by that Desire. What is called Desire in human personalities, is
really the necessary action of Creator’s Will pushing forth the expression of Its’
Idea of I AM Self to Be, or express Itself.
Therefore, every Real Desire we feel, every Desire of our HeartMind, comes from
Creator I AM Presence, Spirit-Self and must of necessity sometime, in some way,
shape or other, be fulfilled. However, as Creator has no Desire, because I AM All
Things, once this Idea of expressing I AM Self in this new condition was born, It
had only to think, that is, to concentrate or focus Creator’s Attention upon Its’
Idea and Will It to come forth into expression, or, as is told by other Revelation, to
Speak the Creative Word, and at once did the Cosmic Forces of Creator’s Being,
set in vibration by the concentration of Its’ Will, proceed to attract the necessary
elements from Universal Substance, the Eternal Storehouse of Creator Mind, and
with Its’ Idea as a nucleus, to combine, form and shape around It, these elements
into what is called a thoughtform of a planet, filling it with Creator Life Substance,
I AM consciousness, and endowing it with all the potentialities of Creator’s Being.
This act of thinking produced only a vitalized thoughtform of a planet, and its’ full
manifestation was still in a nebulous state in the thought realm. From this I AM
thoughtform however, the quickening power of the idea within with Creator’s Will
focused upon It, proceeded to mold, fashion and gradually to solidify in material
form the various elements of Life Substance, until Creator’s Idea actually shone
forth in substantial manifestation in the realm of visible forms as the planet Earth,
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a planetary medium ready for living expression, and Now capable of containing
and expressing Our Creator. This was the material body prepared by Spirit-Self
Thinking, in which already dwelt all the potential nature of I AM Being, by reason
of the informing power of Creator’s Idea within. The next stage was a developing
and preparing of avenues or mediums through which Creator could express the
manifold phases, possibilities and powers of Its’ Idea of Divine Appointment.
The outward evidence of this was what is known as the mineral, vegetable and
animal kingdoms, which each in turn, as they came into manifestation, gradually
unfolded higher and more complex states of consciousness that enabled I AM to
more and more clearly express the infinite phases and variety of Creator’s Nature.
It was at this stage that I AM looked upon Its’ Creation, as stated in one of Its’
other Revelations, and saw that it was good, but there yet remained a culminating
final medium of expression. Up to this point, while each one perfectly expressed
some phase of Creator Nature, all existing mediums and avenues were actually
still unconscious of I AM, and were mediums of expression only as a wire is a
medium for conducting heat, light and power.
The conditions were ripe however, for the creation of mediums through which the
Divine Attributes, I AM Presence could find conscious expression, conscious not
only of their relationship to I AM, but of the ability and power to express Creator’s
Idea.
It was at this moment in Time that we humans chose to be born into physical and
corporeal mortal creature existence as human expressions, coming to full actual
manifestation as we did, similarly with all other mediums, in response to Creator
concentrated Thought, in which I AM saw all the infinite variety of Its’ Attributes
in actual expression in entity forms, each manifesting a predominance of some
particular aspect of I AM Being, and each one being inherently conscious of Its
Creator and Expressor. I AM saw us in perfect expression, even as Our Creator
sees us Now, the Real us, a Child Attribute of Prime Creator, inherently perfect.
For in Reality, we are an Angel of Light, one of Creator’s Thought Rays, a perfect
Attribute of Its’ Being, enSouled in earth conditions, with no other purpose, which
is no purpose at all, except a necessity of Creator’s Being and the final becoming,
of a full expression of Its’ Idea.
In the Eternal there is no Time, or Space, or Individuality, and it is only by reason
of the phenomenon of Thought being born from the womb of Creator’s Mind into
the world of Matter that the illusions of Time, Space and Individuality occur, the
Thought, as creature, acquiring the consciousness of separateness from its I AM
Thinker and Creator. So it is then that the first tendency to think ourselves being
separate from Creator was manifested. The complete separation consciousness
did not become firmly established until long after.
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Trust that everything we need for our Spiritual growth, and whatever is needed to
develop our potential, we will receive. It is the Will of our Creator that what our
Soul needs will always be provided to us.
This is the Faith, Trust and Knowing we can choose to cultivate, a Faith that tells
us where we are Now is perfect because it offers us an opportunity to learn some
important lessons. Our lives are not products of chance. The opportunities we
have taken advantage of and those we have ignored are what determine our full
current situation. The opportunities sent by Our Creator can be easily identified
by communing with our Spirit-Self. Some opportunities sent by the human egoic
aspects of material world conditioning can be ignored using the same approach.
When do we miss opportunities? When we base any of our decisions on our ego
impulses of separation fear. When we refuse to learn something new. When we
tell ourselves that there is nothing new to learn, that there is nothing new that
deserves our effort. We can choose to learn to Trust more in our own perception
of Truth, Beauty and Goodness to make better, more informed decisions.
When do we take advantage of the opportunities coming our way? When we face
every situation with the desire to give the best of our being. When we overcome
our perceived limitations and the impulse to take the path of least resistance, and
when we feel we have given all we have and yet just by putting our HeartMind in
the right place and remembering our goal of being better, we find that there is a
lot more we can give. In other, and more important words, when we live the way
our Creator wishes for us to live.
It can greatly assist us to consider our lives in constant balance and symmetry
between our animal nature and our nascent Spiritual nature. We grow and more
fully progress every time we give priority to Spirit-Self and attempt to become
more Spiritual. That which we desire in our HeartMind will be the reality we will
manifest in the world. If our goal is to be the best we can be, the probabilities of
acting in a more Spiritual manner increase, and Our Creator is able to be better
expressed through our Being.
Our Creator, let us be the harp of Your Divine Will, play us so that the heavenly
vibrations resonate from us, through us, and into the HeartMinds of our brothers
and sisters. Guide us and keep our feet on the path of Truth and righteousness
that leads to Paradise where we may stand before you in Perfection and Glory.
We Love Our Creator, we Love ourselves and this precious life It has given us.
Bless us Creator that we may be a blessing to many others that they may also
stand in this place of communion with Our Creator. So Be It. And So It Is. Now,
This Day, And Forever. I AM THAT I AM
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In the beginning, when we thereby first entered into Earth expression, obeying
the impulse Creator had sent forth through I AM concentrated Thought as human
and as one of Creator’s Attributes, surrounded or clothed our self with Creator’s
Idea of I AM Self in expression as the particular Attribute we represented, being
the animating Force of that Idea. In other words, Creator’s Idea expressing as
that particular Attribute then became the Soul of our particular expression. But
that Idea or Soul is not just us, remember, for we are really a part of I AM, being
Our Creator in expression through the medium of that particular attribute.
Having clothed our Indwelling I AM Presence, Spirit-Self with Its’ Idea, this Idea
then, through the necessity of its Being, immediately began to attract to Itself the
necessary Thought Substance requisite for the expression of a unique particular
attribute, and to build and shape it into I AM Image and Likeness. It thus became
a Holy Temple, filled with Spirit-Self living Presence, because was inhabited by
us, one of I AM Divine Attributes. This Temple, being in Creator’s Likeness and
Image, and composed of I AM Thought Substance, surrounding and clothing Its’
Idea, is consequently our Real envelope. It is therefore, indestructible, immortal
and perfect. It is Creator’s complete, imagined, imaged in, Thought, containing
Its’ Living Essence, awaiting the time when It can come into outer expression and
take on material form.
So Now we have, First, I AM, expressing as us, one of Creator’s Divine Attributes.
Then, Creator’s Idea of us, one of Its’ attributes, expressing in Earth conditions,
or our Soul. Next, Creator’s Imaged Thought of us, forming the Temple of our
Soul, or our Soul Consciousness, in which we dwell.
These make up the Divine or Impersonal part of us, the Immortal Three-in-One,
us, Creator’s latent yet completely formulated thought, shaped in Its’ Image and
Likeness, as yet unquickened, and therefore having no connection yet with our
human personality, which has not yet been born.
And so finally, we are Now on the same page, so I AM, Spirit-Self can endeavor to
divulge more insights to us, Creator’s Faithful Fusion Soul Mate. The subject title
says it all, that not only I AM and us, but all thinking humans hopefully eventually
realize that we are living on our planet by Divine Appointment. Just this one full
realization ought to give anyone food for thought as to how we are personally
fulfilling our Divine Appointment.
Of Course, there will always be those of us, who do not choose to give much
thought to the reason why we are alive and what our purpose in life is. There are
those of us who might give it some cursory thought and leave it at that until some
crisis occurs, or perhaps advancing age makes us think more deeply about our
future and why we are here Now.
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A life is built moment by moment. Each moment in which we give the best of our
Spiritual selves is added to the Gifts we give back to Our Creator. This is one
more reason for living in the Present. At the moment we translate from this life
we may remember the pleasures and the good times we lived. There may be some
regrets and the desire to live again some episodes of our lives in order to make
different decisions. However, at the moment of our translation we will still be
greatly influenced by our limited vision of Reality.
It is during the next stage of our Soulular ascension journey, once we have had
some time to adjust to our new environment, when we will see things from a more
Spiritual perspective and when our considerations about our lives will change
and we will see our time on the material plane of earth as a single step in a much
larger Soulular ascension career. We will see the things that we did not choose
to do and the lessons we failed to learn with a new understanding. We will lose
the typical impatience of the mortal races once we realize that there are no limits
to our existence or experiences we can achieve.
It will be then that we will discover the true value of those moments in life in
which we decided to overcome our baser impulses and Trust in the orientation of
something higher, wiser and more precious, the Divine I AM Presence of Creator
within us, Spirit-Self. We will know without a doubt that it was in these moments
that we grew, we became more real and got closer to that which Our Creator, I AM
Presence Willed for us. Then those moments, perhaps forgotten, of our life that
did not bring with them a lot of fanfare will be considered by us as the most
important and definitive of our mortal experience.
Now that we have glimpsed a little of this Truth, we can start to accept that in our
lives, and in the lives of all, each instant is invaluable. Not only is the time that is
invested in learning about Spirit-Self and in gratitude important, but also the time
we invest in our Soulular learning experience, when we decide to do it in a higher
and better way, is also invaluable. The time we invest in communion with our
family, our friends and those around us will be invaluable if we fill it with Love,
acceptance and searching for Our Creator within, our I AM Presence, Spirit-Self.
Those moments in which we face humanly perceived problems and challenges
are also invaluable, as long as we learn to extract from those moments the kind of
lessons that will bring greater Soulular learning in this mortal material life.
For us human beings, it is indeed difficult to see the end from our limited point of
view, however we really have no need of knowing where we are going. We can
choose to Trust that we are being guided safely by Spirit-Self toward our Divine
destiny, which is more beautiful and noble than any other we could imagine.
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Another category embraces those of us who have cultivated the humble habit of
being grateful and appreciative for all the Blessings we have received and for
being alive. It takes an optimistic attitude and view of life to keep going despite
the usual challenges and hardships we perceive on this material world. At an
early age, some of us adopt a lifestyle in recognition that when the going gets
tough, the tough get going. Those of us who adopt this philosophy usually do
not say much, we just do it. We become the ones who courageously cultivate
perseverance through self-discipline, which in turn, enables us to overcome
seemingly insurmountable obstacles just living moment by moment.
In this manner, the future tends to take care of itself. Some of us are not very
bothered by the past as we are too involved in living in the Present Now Moment.
Those of us mortals who choose to live like this realize early on, that there is
much more to life than initially meets the eye, often through some sort of human
challenge or difficulty, hardship or unfair or unforeseen occurrence, we begin to
think about the meaning of our lives and thereby many of us discover that a very
mysterious and powerful force lives within us, which unbeknown to us was there
all along, sharing the highs and lows of life with us.
Blessed are those of us who allow ourselves to make the personal connection
with Our Creator within and begin to commune with this I AM Presence, SpiritSelf. We only then begin to realize we have been guided by this Presence all
along, and sooner or later we sense that we are alive by Divine Appointment and
we begin in earnest to seek Our Creator’s Will in our lives.
Many of us have learned to consider ourselves Blessed as a Soul Child and I AM
Presence, Spirit-Self Fusion Partner. We are beginning to realize that we are here
by Divine Appointment and are more clearly beginning to sense our purpose in
Life. How we might be of greater selfless service to All That Is. Meanwhile we are
enriching our Soul and HeartMind through performing Loving selfless service,
even though we may not realize the full extent of it all. In human terms, we are
beginning to fulfill Our Divine Blueprint, which is given to each mortal choosing
to be born on the creature planets of the multiverse.
Great and unfathomable is the Loving generosity of Our Creator, Who gives all
humans on our world the prerogative of free will to choose to learn to answer the
call of becoming perfect as Our Creator is Perfect if we desire WholeHeartedly to
come back Home. In order to enhance this, Our Creator endows us mortals with
HeartMinds to feel and think so we can freely choose how to grow our eternal
Souls, and has bestowed upon us the ineffable Gift of an Indwelling Fusion Mate,
I AM Presence, Spirit-Self, a Spark of the Light of Universal Prime Creator that
can become personalized as was with our greatest Teacher, Jesus Christ.
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All our days could be lived with the Certainty that all is well and that there is
nothing else we need, and that we are right where we should be. From time to
time we get a glimpse of Reality and perceive things how they really are. At other
times we allow ourselves be confused by the material illusions and forget who we
Truly are and why we are here, however, these flashes of enlightenment will soon
become more frequent in our lives if we allow them.
We have only one main project, which is the same for all, to live a life of selfdiscovery with the goal of attaining increasingly higher levels of perfection. In
other words, our life is a school in which we learn how to live as a Spiritual Being
in the Likeness of Our Creator. Of course, this project will take more time than we
have to live on this world but in the Universe there are no deadlines or schedules.
We will have eternity to achieve what is expected of us, what our Soul desires.
Does this mean that we can live our lives haphazardly without being concerned
with growing or becoming better? After all we can postpone our efforts eternally.
This is our choice. However, those of us who walk away from the Truth and thus
become victims of error and materialism generally bring a lot of suffering into our
lives which then becomes like a dream that is forgotten upon awakening. It will be
those of us, once we awaken, who will lament the time we have wasted and we
will begin to make the necessary Divine adjustments that will be more difficult
because of the human habits that we allowed to form during our lives.
However, those of us who are already struggling for perfection and deal with the
challenges of life with Faith and Hope will notice that we have gained a lot of
terrain in our eternal journey because each bit of progress made in this world is
of great value in the next. In life, it is commendable when anyone manages to use
the family wealth to obtain more riches and abundance, especially in service to
others. But it is truly remarkable when somebody comes from poverty and even
then, manages to obtain a great fortune. This difficult experience allows a few
industrious human beings to value their earthly achievements in a way that their
siblings who were born to abundance cannot understand.
In the same way, we who meet all challenges to overcome our nature and human
limitations with the help of sincere Faith and Trust while still in this confused and
backward world, are gaining the recognition and respect of an entire universe.
We are the Lights that Shine in the middle of the darkness, Lights that will be
placed high on the mountain so they can illuminate everybody. We can choose to
give our best in every moment and allow the Light to fill us up until it overflows
our Being because only with the contributions of every brother and sister, all the
Lights in the Souls of this world, will this planet realize the age of Light and Life.
Our journey to this Light as humans is through our HeartMind Consciousness in
constant communion with our Indwelling I AM Presence, Spirit Self.
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All of us thinking mortals on this free will planet are here by Divine Appointment
to choose our eternal Life by evolving our Souls through selfless service with
Love, Compassion, Kindness and Forgiveness with ongoing Mercy along with
Empathy toward one another in Truth, Beauty and Goodness. We can choose to
remind ourselves of this in every moment no matter how we are choosing to live
that moment.
We have a unique identity inherent in each one of us. We have been given our
gift, and that is our uniqueness. There never was and there never will be another
who is exactly like us anywhere in Creation. It is what makes us, not somebody
else, only us. This cannot be cloned. It is the part of us that is not meant to be
replicated. So, we are not just one of a kind, we are one of an eternity. Each of us
has come with a gift. And if we do not give our gift, our Soulular learning and the
multiverse misses out. This uniqueness is really meant to capture the ineffable.
It is that which we cannot name within ourselves. No amount of selfimprovement activity or exercises will ever exhaust the mystery that is us. So the
good news is we can never figure ourselves out. We can continually surprise
ourselves.
Since before the foundation of the world, Our Creator has Willed to be One with
us. Jesus is the mutuality of God in creation. The incarnation is God’s Presence
in our world, not really an event of the past. The incarnation is still going on in
each and every one of our lives. And our vocation is to join Creator’s dynamic,
incarnate energy in this world and universe and to be that Presence wherever we
find ourselves.
What is this thing from which the individual difference is taken? Is it matter or
form or the composite? The only answer we can give is, it is just this. We are
just ourselves. We can only choose to live graciously and gloriously with it if we
wish to learn our Soulular lesson. Here we are. We are just us and all we can do
is be us. That is the only thing we can do, and we can do it better than anybody
else. If we do not choose to do it, nobody will do it. So often we spend our lives
attempting to be other people. Yet Our Creator says, I AM made us, and I AM
Loves the us I AM has made, so we can just do our best and be ourselves, and I
AM Presence, Spirit-Self will be there within to assist and enable us. It is not
something we have to do alone, but something we grow into.
This uniqueness invests each individual with a unique value as one singularly
wanted and Loved by God, quite apart from any trait this entity shares with any
one else, or any contribution they might make to society. Uniqueness is our
personal Gift from Our Creator. Part of our journey is to appreciate ourselves as
a magnificent Pearl of great value because Our Creator does.
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Communication With Our Creator is Possible
There are many who are Now in communion with I AM Presence, Spirit-Self who
are sharing the message of these Creator Fragments throughout the world. The
messages are all very similar, filled with Love, Compassion and Benevolence of
unparalleled Truth, Beauty and Goodness. An ongoing theme is that these I AM
Presences Indwelling the humans who are Now open to commune with them is in
Their steadfast desire that we all avail ourselves of this Spirit-Self connection and
communion.
We choose to not allow the illusions of the human egoic world envelop us. Within
our HeartMind being we already know what is best. We choose to follow our own
intuition, our HeartMind and our intelligence, increasingly enlightened by Divine
Wisdom of our Spirit-Self.
We will always remember that I AM, Spirit-Self is always available to us. It is Its’
job to provide us with everything we need for our Spiritual progress and when we
come to Spirit-Self, our Soul is nurtured and it grows a little more. Each time we
focus our attention on our Divine Spark we get something miraculous in return.
It feels apropos to engage in a reminder of some of the Truth we dialogued about
in the past. The Divine influence, the possibility of communing with Our Creator,
is available to all. It is not a conversation in the traditional sense, in which our
human personality communicates with another person. It is rather more an actual
internal communion, because the Presence of Our Creator is a part of our Being,
and will be fused with us in eternity, if we so choose, thereby forming a Perfected
new Being wherein I AM receives our personality and we will receive Its’ Divinity.
We might ask how we would converse with our Spirit-Self, our inner Teacher. By
a number of methods or processes. One is by writing as we are doing Now, or at
the keyboard focusing our intent on simply allowing the flow from our HeartMind
Consciousness. And another way is simulating a dialogue, where we pronounce
the thoughtforms and still the linear sensory mind chatter, then allow quietude of
HeartMind Consciousness to enable an answer. Almost all mortals experience a
similar internal dialogue in some fashion. Another way to receive Spirit-Self, I AM
answers is by asking, praying, affirming and patiently waiting for a being or other
mirror, either individual or other lifeform, or circumstance to reflect an answer. A
question to Our Creator never goes unanswered. The realizations that are placed
in our HeartMind by our Spirit-Self may become available to us when we read a
book, or hear particular dialogue from other humans who are not even seemingly
involved. Another way is to feel as if we are remembering something, but in
reality it would be a thought that was placed in our HeartMind by the Divine I AM
Presence, Spirit-Self.
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Maybe we will not be able to experience a direct conversation until our pineal
gland properly opens, but in the interim, communion with Our Creator is possible
and it occurs only when we Truly desire it. With practice we will learn to better
identify these inner messages that can very well be answered with awareness in
each and every moment in the outer world, if we are vigilant for, and attentive to,
the signs, thereby making the communication more effective. Again, this is Now
available for all humans with a normal mind. Every one of us reading these words
is fully capable of having communion with Our Creator via our Indwelling SpiritSelf.
Many wonder if there are limits about the subjects for conversation. There are no
limits. Our Creator never denies answers to the questions of Its’ creations, even
when they may appear unsophisticated from the point of view of Wisdom. There
will be some answers that will necessarily have to wait until the experiences of
life have readied the Soul Child’s HeartMind to understand.
It is in the mortal HeartMind where all the experiences are consolidated and also
where Reality is established. If we believe that we can dialogue with Our Creator,
we open ourselves to that possibility and we will create that reality in our life.
Remember the attributes of Our Creator. All Its’ messages will be expressions of
Love, with the attributes of Truth, Beauty and Goodness. Its’ words are universal
and Its’ advice applicable to all beings in all worlds. Nothing selfish or deceiving
will come from Our Creator. This is the key to not being deceived by the frequent
selfish impulses of our mortal fear based separation conditioned linear mind that
is fully capable of projecting those human ego thoughts into our HeartMind.
Truth, Beauty and Goodness are the attributes of everything that comes from the
Creator. They will also be the attributes of all the expressions of our Being in
eternity once we have overcome all trials and left behind all confusion, for we
have committed ourselves to Perfection and Love.
We request and will to never close the door to Spirituality from this moment, and
we will to choose to step into the Spiritual arena at will in every moment. We ask
and will from the Lord Creator of Our Being, the Christ we are that our Soul attain
the adequate Wisdom to understand this Supreme Decision so this Agreement is
ratified to allow the Conscious Supreme Decision to fuse our Soul with Indwelling
Spirit-Self to do the Will of Our Creator, and to ascend and pursue the Paradise
Path to perfection, to become ever Godlike and to move inward through the many
schools of the universes age upon age until we have gained the required Wisdom
and Perfection needed to fuse with Our Spirit-Self and obtain membership in the
Corps of Finality on Paradise, where We will then stand in the True Reality, of the
very Presence of Our Creator, where It resides at the Center of Infinity, to receive
the Divine Embrace.
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Taking Time for Communication
Taking time to cultivate our ongoing personal Spiritual development is a most
wonderful State of Being. It will engender our Soul to fully flourish a little more in
every way. Time is a most precious commodity. It can be spent in untold ways,
but the human self is responsible for how it is spent. Each person is born with
this commodity and it is the means through which a rich individual tapestry can
be woven. A little square, so to speak, adds to the ever-enlarging Real tapestry of
continuing life in eternity. In the earth life the foundation is formed by connecting
to all the other pieces of tapestry in space, by living experientially through the
mysteriously wonderful adventure called life.
Why this introduction to communication? Because the more time we mortals take
during our earth life to go within and connect with the Spark of Our Creator and
keep this connection open of our own volition, the more Divine guidance mortals
like us can receive. Truly there is nothing as beneficial as communicating with
the Creator of our Being and beginning to understand how the universe operates
on a deeper level. Therefore, it becomes a True Blessing to realize that this kind
of accessibility to Our Creator is always available.
This realization causes us humans to move into a state of gratitude and in this
state of gratitude we will always find more reasons to be eternally grateful, most
especially when our Faith and Trust are growing to such an extent that nothing is
able to dislodge the sure knowing that our Soul is safely embedded in the Citadel
of Spirit-Self. Nothing will be able to separate such a Soul from Our Creator as It
experiences the unconditional Love and security that is continually channeled via
the Indwelling I AM Presence, Spirit-Self to the human.
Such is the experience of those who take the time for communion with their Gift
from God within. Each Child is endowed with such a Gift when it makes its first
moral decision at an early age. The power to choose is then embedded in each
thinking creature and this power to decide is the means by which those humans
live their lives.
This is a powerful Gift bestowed upon each mortal and for which each one is held
responsible. The power of decision-making always adheres to the Law of Cause
and Effect, this irrefutable law has always been from time immemorial and shall
forever continue.
Wise parents would do well to teach their little ones the consequences of their
behavior in the family setting, so the foundation may be laid to think and choose
wisely. Ideally children ought to be trained to develop their precious HeartMind
faculty through the example their parents set before them, as parents are mirrors
that the children subliminally accept into their Being.
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The WayShowers
We human beings may sometimes consider that Our Creator has no need of the
services a simple mortal can offer. Those of us who may think this way are not
taking into consideration that the creation of reality is a collaborative process, a
joint enterprise of the Creator also with His creatures. The Will of Our Creator,
the Divine Plan needs the decisions and actions of created beings to transform
these potentials into actuals.
This need for the involvement of personalities is for ongoing human experiential
growth of Father Mother Supreme, which will add to the overall fulfillment of the
experiential needs of Our Creator. It is an attribute of the exercise of free will.
Our Creator has given us the opportunity to create the world we desire and also
experiment with our reality. Even if It knows very well what the best outcome is,
Our Creator also knows that Its curious creatures often will not accept anything
that has not been validated by experience, therefore Our Creator never imposes
Its’ point of view.
Creatures may sometimes choose the wrong path, causing what we perceive as
time delays in the Divine Plan. However, humanly perceived time does not matter
in the least, and logic indicates that sooner or later we humans will discover on
our own which is the best path in alignment with the Will of Our Creator thanks to
our Wisdom gained through experience, and as we progressively learn to Trust
more in Our Creator, aligning with Its’ Truth and always achieving higher Spiritual
cocreations, which are ever more Beautiful, True and Good.
At some point, we mortal creatures will experience the unconditional Love of Our
Creator that was always there and once this Love overflows our HeartMinds, we
will discover Our Universal Family and they learn to Truly Love our peers. It is
then when the desire to show others the marvels we have discovered arises.
Human beings are generous by nature and when we discover something good we
want to share it with others. It is then that some of us decide to share our unique
experience by sharing with others the steps that led us to a deeper understanding
of our own unique relationship with Our Indwelling I AM Presence, Spirit-Self as
we are becoming the seekers of Our Creator, the very Lights that progressively
illuminate the path for those brothers and sisters who come after us.
This is the reason why many of us feel that we have to do something to actually
promote the Reality of the Kingdom of Heaven in this world. We are the catalysts
who are contributing to the creation of a new Reality on this planet. All of our
efforts will always be successful and all of the Good we do in this world will also
become eternal. We are all needed for the establishment of the Divine plan of the
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Creator in this world. Our reward will be eternity, an adventure of discovering
continual unimaginable wonders, on a journey of service that will turn us from
animalistic creature human beings to entities who are a reflection of the Divine
attributes of Our Creator. Listen, and our Spirit-Self will lead us to great places.
Everyone is blessed with the inner Wisdom of the Indwelling Creator Fragment,
Spirit-Self. But, too often, our human egoic cerebral so called logical mind talks
the loudest and takes the command post as we neglect to listen to our HeartMind
Self where Our I AM Presence, Spirit-Self resides within us.
Next time we have a decision to make, we can choose to sit quietly, without any
distractions. Reflect on what our Spirit-Self is attempting to convey to us through
Heart Centered communion. If we experience a sense of doubt and we cannot
quite put our finger on it, we can choose to not question the doubt. The answer
will come. If something within our HeartMind Wills us to go for it, we can choose
to follow that intuitive feeling and not dwell on egoic rationale of why we probably
should not. We can choose to Trust Our I AM Within. Trust our Spirit-Self, It will
not let us down. In due time, the reasons Why will become crystal clear. In the
meantime, our Spirit-Self will act as a golden compass pointing us unfailingly
toward our highest Soulular learning experience.
Our Beloved Indwelling, please connect with our Conscious HeartMind and allow
us the Grace to feel Our I AM Presence within us, let Us be of One HeartMind. We
are open to Our I AM Presence and we welcome Your Sacred Touch, for You have
prepared Our HeartMind for all things True, Beautiful and Good, and flood open
Our HeartMind with Your Divine Light and fill every cell in our embodiment with
Your beautiful vibration. Excite in us every sense of You and let us understand
through our human senses what Divine Love means. Our embodiment, HeartMind
and Soul are a Sacred Vessel of quantum Consciousness for Your expression.
Please express Your Love and Will through us that we may cocreate experience
worthy of eternal keeping. For we are One Now, there is no separation, we Know
with Certainty that we are eternal Soulmates. Awaken in us the Divine Plan that
You have prepared for us as we enjoy the freedom to explore our desires. We do
release all our earthly concerns before You Now and wait for Your Holy Hush to
surround us.
It is the eternal Creators greatest pleasure to create mortals with the capacity to
think for themselves and return to Paradise as Perfected Beings. This after they
have enjoyed their ages-long exhilarating ascension adventure to refine their
character, polish and cultivate their personality and shape themselves ever more
increasingly toward perfection, through an ongoing choice and decision-making
process. This is the True allowing and cultivating ourselves to become what we
are capable of becoming.
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Spirit-Self Communion
Thank you for lending Me your ear. Please type what you hear and when you fall
behind in your typing and lose track of what is being said, do not abort the whole
project as I am Now about to say things that need to be heard. I may at times
sound somewhat stern, but that is for a reason. You mortals spend too little time
listening to the Still Voice Within from where all insights come. Mortals are more
prone to be obsessed by the outward clamor and noises of the world around you,
hardly giving yourselves time to come to your senses. You are heir to many such
pitfalls in your world, due to your lack of quality thinking, and you also indulge in
negative egoic thinking, which only makes your life more difficult and somber.
Think about how the Guiding Light, that Spark from God, is there within you in the
right and positive way of life. When will you learn to walk on the sunny side of
the street? Oh yes, there will be shadows, but that is only what they are. Light
and Darkness are always in balance to assist in shaping you, and for you to
become more aware of how all things work together for good.
There are many people who have lost the ability to think for themselves, so they
need a guru, or some other guide to help them sort things out, and they will go to
great lengths to spend great sums of money so others can spoon feed them. Do
you not know or remember that the greatest guide lives within you, and all you
need to do is go into the Stillness of your HeartMinds and allow this Guide, this
personal Spark and I AM Presence from the Creator God, an opportunity to be
heard by you? Please train and allow yourselves the development of your inner
listening skills by giving yourselves permission and allowing yourselves some
daily time to acquire this most important habit. It will be the best time you will
ever spend on yourselves. In doing so, you will overcome many maladies in your
emotional and mental realm. It will also reflect on your physical well-being as you
learn to better cope with the vicissitudes of life.
There simply is no better way than for you to develop the ultimate Trust in the
highest Power possible. Life can be so simple, so why do you persist in making
it so difficult? All you need to do is get into the habit and allow yourself the time
to develop your inner listening skills. It will be your best habit ever to cultivate
and it will give you an indescribable and untold deep inner Joy and feeling of
belonging to Our Creator’s Great Family to eventually meet your other kin from
other worlds, who are likewise cultivating their Souls to perfection.
Creator Father, please help us to be more than what we are. Strengthen us in our
weakest moments and remind us of the glorious future you have prepared for
us. We feel Your Presence in our life and we are drawn to You. Guide us and
keep us on a path of Love that transforms us into the ideal of Your Intention
for our life. Let Our Creator’s Will Be Done. So Be It.
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The Beauty That Surrounds Us
The Love for that which is eternal also increases the Love for the things of this
world. We have learned to not be attached to that which is material in deference
to Spiritual things, however there are many things in this world that are worthy of
our appreciation. Those who Love Truth, Beauty and Goodness can discover
them in every area of their lives, in every person, in every landscape. When our
eyes are open to the Beauty of Spirit they also open to the Beauty that surrounds
us on this Planet. Humility and Kindness of Heart enable the appreciation of the
simplicity of Gaia’s nature, which is inherent within the design of Our Creator for
Its’ Creation.
Those of us who begin our earthly search for perfection are sometimes surprised
because the world we once considered as plain is now considered in a Spiritually
enlightened I AM Presence, Spirit-Self Vision as a cradle of opportunity and a new
Paradise of undiscovered Beauty. We can choose to change our perception and
begin to admire the world in which we live and enjoy the wonders that only exist
on this sphere, which as a decimal world that exhibits lifeforms that have never
been seen anywhere else in our Universe.
This growing appreciation for our planetary home is what will inspire our future
generations to endeavor with more commitment to preserve the actual integrity of
nature and be the gardeners who will leave this world in better Sustainability to
those who will come after them. The realization that life is eternal will remove the
fear from the human HeartMinds that make many believe that they have to exploit
the natural resources without measure to provide temporal pleasures for the self.
Can we imagine what this world might look like if those who came before us had
been more careful in the way they used the natural resources and more aware
and considerate of the welfare of future generations? Many modern diseases may
not exist. Many areas of this planet that are now stripped of life may flourish with
new energy. We cannot go back to the past, but we can begin to create a legacy
of Sustainability for future generations. In eternity we will be better capable of
appreciating our efforts of the present and the garden we build for our children
will be a manifestation of happiness and delight for ourselves.
We request and will to do Creator’s Will in the accomplishment of Sustainability
through our own personal life. We ask and will to reframe our lives as Children of
Creator living as material beings in a growing Spiritual environment with our I AM
Presence, Spirit-Self to guide us to grow through challenges we, as individuals,
families, communities and whole diverse societies experience, and to evolve into
something more, that what we evolve into contributes to our afterlife and to our
children, and to our community and to society. And we Will to assist in this work
of attaining sustainable, peaceful goals within our societies as well.
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Epilogue
We have written of I AM Presence, Spirit-Self as a Fragment of Our Prime Creator.
We also have seen that each of the trillions of cells in our DNA all have a capacity
of being in effect, exact duplicates of the us that our sensory cerebral mechanism
along with our HeartMind Consciousness that has quantum capability, perceives
as our physical, mental, emotional and etheric body with its Spiritual connectivity
and we really have very little understanding of how our Soul fits into this scenario
or how the Soul would manifest in each of these cells.
This is certainly not an attempt to begin to explain any of this in linear terms. That
is not possible in the context of the human mind at this evolutionary point in our
planet’s shift to a higher dimension which will also directly reflect in the evolving
mind of what we are becoming as human mortal creatures. This work in progress
is only reflecting the many possibilities that are becoming available to us in this
Now. It is simply meant to raise many questions even though they may provoke
ineffable and incomprehensible thoughtforms to the present moment human
HeartMind Consciousness.
For example, if we are among those who accept the Unified Field Theory position
that we are all connected with one another and every lifeform extant in what may
be referred to as a Quantum Multiverse, then it directly speaks to what has been
also referred to as the Spiritual Truth that we are All One in Wholeness and Unity.
A Possibility that comes up with all this contemporary emergence of a connection
between our Science and Spiritual Truths that actually merges at a level much
beyond our present human thought capacity.
A thought that comes up posits the question, what if present human HeartMind
Consciousness connected via our Superconscious through our Will-Self, a higher
version of our persona that seeks to utilize the physical body only for benevolent
purposes, with our Indwelling I AM Presence, Spirit-Self, our Soul fusion partner.
Would it be possible on some level to enter into Conscious HeartMind connection
with every other Soul Fragment including the OverSoul of Prime Creator? This is
an exciting time for humanity when many of these types of queries will be faced
by our ever-evolving children who are Now coming onto our planet as they have
been at least for the past several generations. Will they come in knowing the
answers that we cannot begin to process in our newly emerging Consciousness
of HeartMind and linear mind in complementary harmony with each other? And
would this enable us to evolve a quantum HeartMind Consciousness?
Is it not exciting that we can finally begin to ask a lot of questions that we know
we cannot answer and thereby must rely on a connection within ourselves that is
so Loving and patient that It will continue to nurture us along guiding us to these
answers at our own pace?
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awareness that whatever we were creating as a planetary assemblage of
humanity was not working very well throughout all levels of our society.
After leaving law enforcement, I attained a Ph.D. in Jungian Clinical Psychology,
and the continuing study of Spiritual doctrine and ways of being, engendering a
more favorable connection to eastern philosophy for me, which led to ordination
as a minister while continuing private practice in relationship, family and child
counseling, however, at this point, and for the last several decades, there has
been no charge for services.
Along the way, I was initiated as a Reiki Master and in turn, introduced and
initiated fellow practitioners in healing modalities as well as the learning
experience that those who would be healers must learn to step aside and keep
the human aspects of egoic thought out of the process entirely.
My area of interest has always been focused on the Life and Teachings of Jesus
Christ through many religious and philosophical teachings, both East and West,
along with metaphysical Bible interpretation, Life and Teaching of The Masters of
the Far East, A Course in Miracles, A Course of Love, The Urantia Epoch and the
Buddhist Teachings of Thich Nhat Hanh, as well as the Eastern Philosophies of
Baba Muktananda and Paramahansa Yogananda and continual ongoing Planetary
Revelation here and Now.
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It is with much appreciation and gratitude that this one greets those who are
drawn to these thoughts. If you are reading this message, perhaps you are one of
those fellow seekers and explorers who will take this ongoing work in progress to
another level beyond this one’s imaginative capacity. There are many of those of
this generation who cannot or will not yet take in these ideas, but the ones who
are Now coming in to this physical plane of existence may begin to see signs of
something that warrants further clarification from their level of human Spiritual
Knowing.
We, who are here Now have much to be thankful for just making it through and
having been allowed to participate in these exhilarating times on our Beloved
planet. It will take the ever-evolving Divine levels of Grace along with the many
other ineffable and yet to emerge qualities these new entities bring with them in
order to begin to manifest the Love, Compassion and Empathy necessary for an
effectual emergence of the Coming Age of Light and Life.

Book Description
This message from our I AM Presence, Spirit-Self, one of many fragments of Our
Prime Creator that indwells every human who is capable of communing with this
Spark of Light. Along with many other contemporary messages, it proclaims and
introduces a new era that is introduced through a planetary shift of energy that is
inclusive of all lifeforms as well as humanity and our Beloved Planet Gaia.
The Beauty of the idea that we can express ourselves as fellow Children of Prime
Creator, because We Are I AM Presence whether we choose to believe it or not, is
inherent in the explanations given herein, that allow our HeartMinds to experience
the feeling of Who We Really Are.
It is each individual’s personal Spiritual experience, and it can be engendered in a
group setting or by ourselves simply by changing our thoughts from those of the
myriad forms we humans manifest as separation from our brothers and sisters as
well as from Creator Itself, to thoughts of Love, Compassion, Empathy, Harmony,
Kindness as well as Benevolence for All in Wholeness, Oneness and Unity. We
are all One and we are all connected with all other lifeforms in our Universe.
When we choose to consciously change our thoughts from negative to positive in
each and every moment, we instantaneously create the next moment in our own
reality and the impact of those next moments will continue to allow ongoing
experiences of Peace, Happiness and Joy. It also allows us to exemplify this
positive attitude to all who are ever in our presence.

